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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This report is a status summary of activities performed on the intern-
ship project entitled "Development of an Interactive School Boundary Analysis 
Model." This project is considered the first phase in the implementation of 
a school boundary analysis model for Clayton County Schools. 
The original elements of this project include: 
1) Code Development Activities - Assistance in the design of an 
interactive code for use by School District Managers. 
2) Data Analysis Activities - Assistance in the definitions of 
appropriate analysis of the various data elements as to 
accuracy and precision. 
3) Code Validation Designs - Assistance in the determination of 
a process for validating the outputs of the interactive code. 
2.0 ACTIVITIES 
The tasks undertaken in this first phase include parcel definition, 
data manipulation, programming logic, and output structure. The result of 
these tasks is to be an interactive computer model to determine present 
student distribution and to project school populations under various 
boundary configurations. Each task is reviewed including both progress 
attained and unresolved problems encountered. All tasks were undertaken 
knowing the ultimate goal is to be a comprehensive model using the Atlanta 
Regional Commission street network file as its base. 
2.1 Parcel Definition 
The basic physical unit examined by the model is that of a parcel. 
Each parcel is a geographic unit bounded by natural features such as 
streets, rivers, and utility rights-of-way as well as artificial features 
such as present school boundaries and lot lines. The task of defining the 
initial set of parcels using both objective and subjective criteria resulted 
in partitioning Clayton County into approximately 250 parcels. Initially 
the county was partitioned using all existing school boundaries. These 
parcels were then subdivided using natural and artificial features. 
Finally these parcels were subdivided using knowledge of neighborhood 
structure and traffic patterns of the county. Each parcel was given a 
unique number whose digits indicate a general location in the county. 
This initial set of parcels will be further partitioned using the initial 
student distribution as well as input from administrators. Since new sets 
of parcels are expected to evolve with each use of the model, the processes 
for parcel definition and numbering are flexible. 
2.2 Data Manipulation 
Creation of parcels caused the creation of new data files to describe 
the parcels and the revision of existing data files for use in obtaining 
desired results. The task was undertaken with the goals of reducing redun-
dancy in data as well as correcting any existing errors in the data files. 
Initially the existing STREET2 file is appended with data as to the loca-
tion of streets related to parcels. Each street which is contained in a 
single parcel is assigned the unique parcel number. Each street previously 
assigned a 99-999 district-land lot code in the STREET2 file and each 
multi-parcel street is assigned a code of 9999. A data file STREXT is 
under development to locate each segment of these streets to a unique par-
cel. This process is complicated by the characteristics of house numbers 
in Clayton County. Most problems can be resolved by actually visiting 
streets in question although the zero base line in the County prevents 
uptqlte assignment of some street segments. 
2.3 Program Logic 
The task of determining the logic of programs to be used in both data 
manipulation and location of student population has been accomplished. 
Programs are needed to record collected data into proper files as well as 
to determine the parcel location of each student. These programs should 
be written and implemented as a natural progression toward implementing 
the model. Further program logic needs depend upon the type of software 
available for use by the administrator. Batch operation of the model 
requires different programs than on-line terminal utilization. 
2.4 Output 
The task of determining output is being focused on statistics of 
student distribution and statistics of school populations under present 
boundaries as well as projected school populations. A summary of statis-
tics for the student distribution will yield grade level, sex, and race 
distribution countywide through parcel totals. Furthermore each parcel 
will be looked at in detail at the request of the user to find student 
distribution by street and house number. Summary statistics of school 
populations categorized by grade, sex, and race will be available under 
present boundary conditions. Projections over short planning horizons 
will be made assuming no movement of student populations as a tool for 
the user. Use of long planning horizons would appear to require develop- 
ment of improved projection capacity. Furthermore by changing the assign-
ment of parcels to different schools these statistics will yield projected 
enrollment under varying school bOundary configurations. 
3.0 CONCLUSION 
The tasks have progressed to the point where the question of mode of 
operation, remote batch or on-line terminals, needs to be answered. 
Furthermore, the parcel definitions will need to be reviewed and refined 
before the initial phase can be used. The utilization of a distance mea-
sure for determining approximate travel distance from home to school has 
not been resolved at the present time. The development or lack thereof, 
of the street file by the Atlanta Regional Commission is a factor to be 
considered in both the distance measure and further development of the 
model. 
Thus, several specific questions require resolution prior to project 
completion. These are: 
1) Is it feasible for the mode of operation to be by an interactive 
terminal from the Board of Education building or will the opera-
tion be restricted to remote batch mode? 
2) If the interactive terminal mode is feasible, is it possible 
to rent or buy a portable terminal with hard copy capability? 
3) Should further data development depend upon the completion of 
a street network data file by the Atlanta Regional Commission? 
4) Would the Clayton County Schools be willing to assist the Atlanta 
Regional Commission's completion of the street network through 
data collection and data verification? 
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INTRODUCTION 
This report is the summary of activities performed and results 
obtained on the internship project entitled "Development of an Interactive 
School Boundary Analysis Model." 
The original elements of this project include: 
1) Code Development Activities - Assistance in the design of an 
interactive code for use by School District Managers. 
2) Data Analysis Activities - Assistance in the definition of 
appropriate analyses of the various data elements as to 
accuracy and precision. 
3) Code Validation Designs - Assistance in the determination of 
a process for validating the outputs of the interactive code. 
The general outline of this report begins with a brief explanation of 
the model and its functions. Programming logic with flowcharts is followed 
by proposed output format of the system. Data analysis is discussed with 
some data results presented in the Appendices. Finally, after a brief 
description of code validation ideas, recommendations for further develop-
ment of the model and the decision-support system are presented. 
MODEL 
The initial goal of a comprehensive interactive system for analysis 
of school boundaries and facility utilization has been delayed due to lack 
of development of the data base in the form of a complete street network 
file by the Atlanta Regional Commission. The direction taken in the intern-
ship moved to that of a system for more immediate use in analyzing boundaries 
while keeping the final goal of a comprehensive decision support system 
feasible for the future. Furthermore, the lack of terminals meant that the 
planned capability for an interactive mode of operation had to change. 
Batch operation became the only alternative. 
The model utilizes data on student locations in the county to produce 
certain school attendance figures corresponding to the specified school 
boundaries. Tentative boundaries are specified by the user. The model 
depends upon the master student file, the street file, and the parcel file. 
Through sorting procedures, the attendance at each school is projected 
under the assumption of homogeneous student movement through grade levels. 
Student migration in and out of a geographic region yields a stable student 
distribution under this assumption. Through the batch mode, summary sta-
tistics are output under various boundary configurations and projections 
proposed by the decision maker. 
The following data files are referenced in the remainder of this 
report. 
STREET2 - This file contains the street code, street name, district-
land lot, and parcel number of each street in the county; 
MSF - 	The Master Student File contains information on each 
student in the county including name, address, present 
grade, present school assignment, race and sex; 
STREXT - A data file containing house numbers and parcel numbers 
for each street in the county which crosses parcel 
boundary lines; 
PARCEL - Contains present or proposed school assignment of students 
in each parcel by grade. 
Computer codes need to be developed to implement the batch system. 
The following computer programs are proposed to construct the desired 
output: 
1) ADD - a program to add raw data on streets to STREET2 
Purpose: Add PARCEL codes to STREET2 file. 
Input: 	Keypunched PARCEL and SCODE records from Appendix I. 
Output: 	Revised STREET2 file. 
Logic: 	Read diskette and add PARCEL code to matching SCODE 
record on STREET2 file. PARCEL code is a five digit 
number from 00000 to 09999. 
2) BUILD - a program to place raw data on multi-parcel streets in 
the STREET file 
Purpose: Build a file of streets which cross boundary lines 
including the largest house number appearing in a 
specific parcel. These streets are identified by 
a 9999 PARCEL code. 
Input: 	Keypunched STREXT records on diskettes from Appendix II. 
Output: 	STREXT file. 
Logic: 	Read diskettes and load on file. 
3) BOUND  
Purpose: Build or revise PARCEL file containing assignments 
of parcels to schools. 
Input: 	Keypunched records or diskettes dictated by user 
consisting of SCH school code and PARCEL code. 
Output: 	PARCEL file 
Logic: 	Read diskette and either 
i) change SCH school code on matching PARCEL 
code in PARCEL file. 
ii) add SCH school code and PARCEL code record if 
no match. 
Output: 	Revised PARCEL file. 
4) GROUP - a program to match a student's present address to a 
unique parcel 
Purpose: Match student address to unique parcel containing 
that location and tabulate information. 
Input: 	STREET2, STREXT, and MSF files. 
Output: 	Intermediate data file to be used in ASSIGN program. 
Logic: 	Sequentially search records in MSF file for match 
of address to PARCEL code. Once match is found add 
1 to appropriate totals for that PARCEL code number. 
If no match, then print record for error detection. 
Read a record in MSF sequentially. 
A) Match address street code to code in STREET2 
file. 
1) If no match, print address, name, school 
assignment for error detection. 
2) If there is a hit and PARCEL code is not  
9999 then add appropriate street code and 
tabulations necessary for output to a 
location indexed by PARCEL code. 
3) If there is a hit and PARCEL code is 9999 
then locate street code in STREXT. 
a) Match record to parcel code by comparing 
house number of student to HSNUM in file 
as follows: 
i) If student house number lies between 
consecutive HSNUM labels in file, the 
unique parcel number is that 
associated with last HSNUM. 
ii) If student house number is greater 
than last HSNUM, then print record 
for error detection. 
5) ASSIGN - a program to interpret boundary configurations for output 
Purpose: Manipulate output file of GROUP and data file PARCEL 
to give summary statistics for batch output. 
Input: 	Output of GROUP and data file PARCEL. 
Output: 	Summary statistics for user. 
Logic: 	Using output formats as guides, add appropriate 




One year projections are obtained by simply adding 
1 to grade designation output from GROUP and rerun-
ning ASSIGN. 
Details of programming, as per agreements, are left for the computer 
center to accomplish. A systems model is presented in Figure 1 to display 
the logic of interaction of these computer codes and data files. The out-
put format is displayed in Figures 2, 3 and 4. 
The user can manipulate the model by assigning different combinations 
of parcels to schools thereby in effect varying school boundaries and 
observing effects on student populations at various schools as reported in 
the data outputs. 
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The data analysis depends upon the definition of parcels. The 
task of defining the initial set of parcels using both objective and 
subjective criteria resulted in partitioning Clayton County into 
approximately 250 parcels. Initially the county was partitioned 
using all existing school boundaries. These parcels were then 
subdivided using natural and artificial features. A map overleaf 
showing these parcels appropriately scaled to the School System 
maps, has been prepared and is to be delivered to Clayton County 
Schools separate from this report. This configuration was reviewed 
and approved by the administration where each parcel was given a unique 
number whose digits indicate a general location in the county. 
Since new sets of parcels are expected to evolve with each use of 
the model, the numbering system allows each parcel to be subdivided 
up to 10 times. 
During the process of creating the data files assigning streets 
and portions of streets to parcels, the data information contained 
in the Appendices was gathered. 
Appendix I consists of a listing of all streets in the county 
with its unique parcel number added in the last column. A street 
with an asterisk * has a parcel code of 9999. Those streets with a 
question mark "?" could not be located on a map and are further 
detailed in the listing of Appendix IV. This data is to be used 
with program ADD to revise the STREET 2 file. The STREET 2 file 
will then have a record as follows: 
Field Position Field Label Picture Description 
1 - 3 School Code 9(3) SCH 
4 - 6 Street Code X(3) SCODE 
7 - 22 Street Name X(16) STREET 
23 - 24 District 99 DIST 
25 - 27 Land Lot 9(3) LLOT 
28 - 32 Parcel Code 9(5) PARCEL 
Appendix II consists of a raw data file of those streets which 
cross parcel boundaries and have a parcel code of 9999. This data 
is to be used in building the STREET file. The ODD-EVEN code is 
used as follows: i) 0 indicates both sides of street are included 
in parcels listed 
ii) 1 indicates that only odd house numbers are included in parcels 
listed 
iii) 2 indicates that only even house numbers are included in 
parcels listed. 
There will be two records for streets not having a 0 code. The 
raw data yields a list of all parcels in which portions of the street 
are included and the largest house number in each specific parcel. 
The STREET file will be as follows: 
Field Field 
Position Label Picture Description 
1 - 3 Street code 9(3) SCODE 
4 Odd-even label 9 OELAB 
5 - 10 Largest House 9(6) HSNUM 
Number 
11 - 15 Parcel number 9(5) PARCEL 
16 - 21 Largest House 9(6) HSNUM 
Number 
22 - 26 Parcel number 9(5) PARCEL 
-ETC.- 
This record should be long enough to include most streets without 
having to create 2 or more records for the same side of the street. 
Appendix III contains discrepancies found in the STREET 2 file 
which should be analyzed and changed to improve validity of data. 
Appendix IV contains a listing of streets which can not be 
located on street maps of Clayton County either due to lack of real 
existence of such streets or discrepancies in the maps. These 
should be taken up with the Clayton County Planning Department to 
ascertain these locations if they exist. 
Great care has been taken to avoid error in collection of 
raw data in order to minimize problems with data validity after 
implementation. This process slows gathering of data but should 
avoid problems. Development of the street network file by the ARC 
will greatly ease manipulation of data but will still require careful 




	 After the files have been computerized and programs debugged 
there may still be validity problems due to both errors in MSF and 
typographical and data gathering errors in other files. By listing 
student addresses for streets in STREXT file with actual current 
school assignments which differ from model assignments, indications 
of data errors should result. 
a. 
A comparison between actual school populations and summary statis-
tics with actual boundaries will indicate discrepancies in data files. 
By looking at the parcel index out put for schools with large dis-
crepancies, it should be possible to pinpoint streets which are 
assigned incorrectly or numbered incorrectly in either STREET 2 or 
STREXT files. 
CONCLUSION 
The model output should give the administrator further insight 
into boundary configurations. By reassigning parcels through the 
BOUND program, the user can see effects on school populations with 
various boundary shifts. Using the Parcel Index output, the user 
will have a better feeling for student distribution in the county. 
Implementation depends upon completion of data gathering as 
well as the programs being written. Most problems encountered in 
data manipulation appear to be under control and capable of straight-
forward solution. The programs and output are outlined in this 
report as a guide for both computer programmers and data managers 
to set final specifications for optimal use. 
Once this initial phase of implementation is accomplished, 
further development is recommended. The implementation of the 
street network file upon completion by the Atlanta Regional Com-
mission will yield many benefits. Among those are: 
1) Ease of parcel splitting and STREET revision by utilizing 
computer to perform the data adjustment work; 
2) Distance measurement capability to enhance the consideration 
of distances and transportation impacts in boundary decisions; 
3) Ability to utilize graphical displays of outputs in map-like 
scales; 
4) Ability to address bus routing and scheduling problems 
using the computerized data base. 
Furthermore, after the network file is implemented, mathematical 
models should be developed as outlined in "Analysis of Attendance 
and Facilities Utilization" using forecasting and operations research 
techniques to propose optimal long range boundaries to the user. With 
this powerful tool at his disposal, the administrator can make use of 
non-intuitive information for further boundary shifts. 
APPENDIX I 
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A(,X BONANZA CHRCH RD 06 095  
AGY BON I TA 	CT 12 117 jla 
AG' - BONNIE 	GLEN CT 12 239 ):0 
AHA BOOKER I 	DR 12 180 ) 730 
DOG BORDEAUX DRIVE 99 999 
AHA BOSTON DR 13 059 c-51 
AHC BOTANY DR 12 086 d`E70 
AHD BOULDER WAY 12 089 /0 4do — 
AHE BOULDERCREST RD 12 234 qq .” 
AHF 	 BOUNDARY RD 12 206 .21 J0 - 
AHG BOWDEN DR 13 082 ?;.L0 
AHH BR AMBLE CT - 	05 247 ?340 
AH I BRANCH DR 12 105 ,:', 
AHJ BRANCHFIELD CT 13 153 tic=2.0 
ANK BR ANCHV I EW CT 12 105 /0 r rj 
AHL 	 BR ANNOCK CT 05 247 S-2o 
AHM BR ANT 	ST 06 098 -3 c't70 
AHN BR ASS 	RING RD 06 065 b c, co 
AHO BRAVE LN 
AHP 
 06 030 ((.) 
BRAVES 	DR 13 044 y440 
AHO BRENDA 	DR 12 047 O ,30 
AHR BR ENTwOCO RD  
AHS BRETTON CT 12 107 /070 
AHT BRETTON 	DR 12 107 /070 
AHU BRIAN 	CT 13 114 14/30 
1"■ T E a/ 2 31 
CL A YTON 	CBUNTY SCHOOL 	SY_STEM 






BRIAR 	CHASE CT 


































AID BRITTANY LN 13 235 1 4-1 0 
AIE BRITTCN 	PL 12 149 
7 
AIF BROAD ST 13 241 5(4/0 
AIG BROCKTON PL 13 072 370- 
AIH BROOK DR 12 107 /070 
All BROOK HOLLOW DR 12 087 oV7c) 
AIJ BROOK LANE 12 087 0870 
AIK BROOKDALE DR 13 079 ,747c1 
AIL BROOKSHAW RC 12 116 J/,° 
AIM BROOKSIDE DR 13 018 31/66 
AIN BROOKSIDE PL 13 018 3 ,-/bo 
AID BROOKVALE 	DR 13 1.53 q51.10 
Alp BRCOKVIEW 	CT 12 144 kt000 
AIO BROOKWOOD CIR 13 147 4470 
AIR BROOKWOOD DR 13 111 310 
AIT BROWN DR 	JB 12 017 oin 
AIS BROWN DR MV 13 021 310 
AIU BROWN RD 05 210 9-(751 
AIV BROWNLEAF OR 06 001 (90)0 
AIW BRUNSWICK SQ 13 174 U/730 
AIX BRYANT 	BLVD 12 173 1730 
AIY BRYANT ST 13 012  
AIZ BRYCE RD 13 167 970 
AJA BURBANK TR 12 145 #000 
AJB BURCH DR 13 166 .4l646 
AJG BURKE PL 13 046 
AJO BURKS 	CR 12 178 /74/0 
AJE BURKS RD 13 046 3'41 -% 
AJF BURKSHIRE CT 12 048 oop 
AJG BURKSHIRE RD 12 204 d.z o 
AJH BURNETT ST 13 241 
AJI BURNHAM CIR 05 245 1370 
AJJ BURNHAM DR 05 245 837Q 
AJK BURNHAM WAY 05 245 ?770 
AJL BURNSIDE 	ST 05 241 qii/0 
AJM BURTON CIR 12 117 //73 
AJN BUSSELL 	WAY 13 140 4/Y/0 
AJO BUTLER ST 12 016 C 
AJP BUXTON LN 12 108 107c) 
AJO CABRIOLET 	TR 12 
DCP CALIENTE 	LN 12 138 /.3E.0 
AJR CALIFORNIA 	AVE 12 240 13 .90 
AJS CALLAWAY 	DR 13 082 3Wa0 
AJT CAMPRICGE DR 12 106 1060 












6 16,- 0 
ig-2-3  

















































AJX CAMELOT 	PKWY 13 174 






cAmP AVE  
12 
AKB CAMP AVE 13 123 
AKC CAMP GREEK PKWY 1_3 _ 006 
AKD CAMP DR 06 
AKE CAM 	RD 13_134 
AKE CAMP ST 13 	139 
AKG CAMPBELL 	BLVD 12 204 
AKH CAMPFIRE 	DR 	. 13 134 
AK! CANADIAN TR _ 05 175 
AKJ CANCLELIGHT CT 12 
AKK CANDLESTICK CT 1? 1.42 
AKL CANTERBURY CIR 13 083 
AKM CANTERBURY DR 13 
AKN CANTERBURY. TR 12 106 
AKO CANTILEVER LN 05 176 
AKP - 	CANYON CT 05 
AKQ CARDER CT 13 170 
AKR CARCIF PL 12 077 
AKS CARCIN CT C5 
AKT CARDINAL 	LN 13 
•AKU CARDINAL 	RD 06 098 
AKV CARCINAL NAY 13 180 
AKW CARCILE 	ST 13 
AKX CARIBBEAN DR 13 114 
AKY CARIBOU CT 12 086 
AK Z CARLA CR 12 114 
ALA CARLISLE 	DR 12 
ALB CARLSEN DR 13 242 
ALC CARLTON CT 12 077 
ALD CARLTON DR 12 048 
ALE CARLTON RD 13 232 
ALF CARMEL 	LN 13 058 
ALG CARmEN CT 12 141 
ALH CARNES 	RD 06 028 
ALL CAROLYN CT 12 
ALJ CARPENTER CT 12 
ALK CARRIAGE 	DR 12• 141 
ALL CARSON CT 12 116 
ALM CARTER CT 13 178 
ALN CARVER RD 12 180 
ALO CASCADE DR 13 018 
ALP CASPER CT 12 
ALQ CASTILE 	DR 12 117 
ALR CASTLE CT 13 135 
ALS CASTLEGATE CT 13 123 
ALT CASTLEGATE DR 1.3 123 
ALU CASTLETON LN 13 113 
ALV CASTLETON WAY 13 113 
PAC 
- .- ._--- - - - - -- - - - -------- ,,--- ------ --_.- - -- -- ---- - ----'"---- --_ .. _ .. _- - - --- -'"-.-- ---~ 
- --.--- - --.---~---~ 
ALW CASTLELiOOD DR 12140 I f-Jr; c 
___ !~LX _____ .CAI '~~JJi~ C1 ____ ._ ___ _ 13 142 _7::3o ___ - __ _______ _ ___ ... ____ .. _  ~ _ _ __ ~ 
A Lye A THE R IN:: S T 1 3 047 qq9q 
_______ ___ A,=..1 __ . _ _ CE C_~~_.lA_~ . I f_{ _ _________ __ 12 _ _ 9 ~B_._.i_9_q \ _ _ . _____ . _____________ ~ 
Ai""~ CEDAR CIR l3 112 400 0 
__ . ____________ _ ,~ ~. B _ __ _ ._~_t;..Q_AR _~R.. !=_E K.... _ DR ______ . ____ L3 _J04 __ 4'.c~Q_,, ______ ______ ._.~ _____ ...... 
AMC CED6R CREEK L~~ 13104 it'7tfO 
IDCQ . CEQ!3_y.I_ ~ .L __ .. IJ_~ ~qv __ ._13 __ l'il... _  :t~ C(Q __ _ 
i A i"1 D CEO Ai{ H ILL fJ K R V 13 187 -;·'(1,') 
OF w _~£J! A ~_w A Y __ ______ ._LLl2..1 __ ~.!......:::._ _ _ • _ _ ___ ~-_______ --f 
AME CELINA CT 12117 /1 ': 
_____ _ _ ._ _ A M F C E N T~_~_I __ _ ___ . ____ _  t2 __ Q.L 2._ 3B60 -.- .----- .--.- -~~------____f 
AMG CENTRAL AVE 13 207 S O ? ~ 
1--____ __ _____ A.c_M.....:..H-=--__ -'=-'H....:.... ~.lE T _C T 1_.?-.lliL6:.-.. _  .. _~_"_-_' .... _ ______ . ___ ~--------I 
AMI CH1LICE WAY 12 /5"40 
DCJ CH~L WAY 3 
AMJ CHANNING DR 05 244 ~qqq 
AMK CHANTILLY TERR 13 070 7 70 
--- -- - ----- - ------ -------- -'----'------=--=-- -··- .. - - ----- -·------;11' 
AML CHARLES .AVE 12 015 0{50 
AM f4 C H A R L E S 0 R 12 110 1 /(, 0 




CHARLESTON CT 13 174 ~730 
C Hi1 R l ~ S TON C T 1 3 1:::_7_ .. _4 _ ,--'-J.f,..;..,;" 3;-~ ___ • _ _ . ___________ ____.:.f 
C H A R LOT TEO R 1 2 13 6 I 3b 0 
AMQ c~!'R!::Q-LL~ __ ~q _ __ .___ ._J}_..!.I _4 _ _'L/._i.--.-'-""- --_________ __ ---- -----'l 
AMR CHASE CT 13 154 ~~: o 
AM5 CHATEAU CT 1 137 .. ----- .--- --------~ ... - --- - - -- -- .----.... ,---- ---'---- -.- .. --------------------.:1 
.A M T C HAT E AU L I'J 1 3 1 3 8 ," 
AMU CHATHAM OR 13 048 .. __ ___ __ _ ___ ._~ _ _ __=:_.. _ __ ____ _ • _ ____ "_c..;: . __ ~_. ______ -'---_ ___ ._. _ _ • __ . ________ ____. 
ANV CHEAVES D~ 13 049 3 3 0 0 
_____ ~ w _  ~ HE L? ~_~_tB_ __ _ _______ _ _ 12 _-.9_~~ ___ ...9i~ _ _________ _____ .____  ~ 
;.\ r1 x C HER 0 K E E C T 1 3 1 8 7 'i ;;, be 
1-______ __ ___ _ ~.0y CHEROKEE TR ___ _____ L? __ liL ;;1~ ____ _ .. _ _ _ . 
A M Z C HER 0 K E E ~'J A Y 1 3 1 8 7 J) I " .. .'.) 
J--____ -___________ A_N_A_ ... _ . ____ C.=-H_,, F~-_ R. __ i3..~~!...... _ _ _ ._ 1 3 149 '-I-S OC 
i\NA CHERRY LN 13 239 5=/fO 
1---_ _ ______ __ .__ ~~.______ C ~ R R Y ~T___ 1 3 050 _ 35 /2 ___ _ _ _ _ _ _______ --1 
AND CHERYL DR 12146 / ;.,'c''', 
r--------.---- ______ Jli~ E ____ __ J~_!_I E R Y L LEI G H 0 R 1 3 _ .ll _5 ~.l5..0 __ __ . ---.---- ---.-------f 
ANF CHERYL TERR 13 135 u3 ~ o 
ANG CHESLER 5T 13 047 ) ~7C 
A\JH CH'=SNUT S T 05 241 84/ 0 
A~~I CHESTNUT DR l~ ___ ~~~ 5 7.:] ______ ------ --------t 
ANJ CHEYENNE TR 06 030 G~30 
f---____ __ _ ._ _ . _ _ __ A N ~ ____ ~!=!J __ ~ ~ A M AUG A_.sJ" __ ____ ._._._ l~ __ ~~£ _5.~; __ . _ __ ___ . _ _ . ___ ____ '----1 
AN l CHI L TON L N 1 3 1 ci 5 LJf 50 
AN~ CHII',JABEKRY LN ___ _ _ .___ J 3 137 7 . . __ ____ __________ . 
OF 0 C H [ P P E I~ A 0 R I V E 1 2 1 3 8 I =.f 0 
___________ ~~\J~. ___ ~r:JjQ CI_~W_~ I___ _ __ 96 __ Q30 _ b-32~  __ _ 
AT-In CHUCK CrR 12 120 ? 
AN P C H UK C H R 0 1 2 209 .: .' .:': S --- ----;- 16DJ---C-HU~~C ·t= --s-i-'-- --- ---- -i--2" -17 8- --7------
aNU CHURCH ST 12 241 1- -- --- - ----· ----r--~ - --- ---. --- - -.. - - -- --- -.---,,~-, 
i ANV CHURCH ST CY 12 241 
... - ___ ... ""'-'0 _. __ '" .... _-.-_ _ 
lANQ CHURCH ST FP 13 050 ?:s- , 0 
_______ ____ _ _ ~fJ ~T _ _ _CHUR.CtL_S_~ _ _ J.B _ ___ _ .1 3_ 2_~1 __ ~-~ ~-I 0 _ _ _ ___ ____ ______ -,-__ ~--_I 
A~~S CHURCH ST lJ 06164 -7 7 1-;:) 
~------~- .-"-- -"---; 0e . -, --- {"i~~ ~~~_- - ----8JL---i~-~; 7 i_ '> _-j -- - -_ _ ___ _ __ ~~JX ____ C_LfU:_L_E __ J\VE _ _ 12. _.2_05 ' ~_'):) - ------- - - -----------i A\lY CIRCLE OR 12 177 /'!!"/() 
___ ~ __________ AN_Z _____ C __ LIl __ ~LIEJ·LJ2R. _ _ __ _____ 1 _3 _ 04.6 ___ ~_- \_--?_O _ _______________________ __i 
A 0 A C L A RAe R 1 "3 1 79 '- / 71 0 
___ ~-___ ._ _ _____ .P_c-B.______ __C.l:~ y _,(:_1__ t2 ___ Q_2J _____ ';:.:-.;/--:;c_- ---------------f 
AOS CLAYTON AVE 13 207 '~:0ib 
_____ __ _  .. _ _ p qC _ _ __ ~~_'_'_'__'___'="_:~ ___ ~C_~I __ ,R~~ ____ ~ ___ _+ __ ~ ___ ',J._~ ___ ~ _  '.!_'_¥_~ _____ ~ ____________ , 
AOD CL AYTON RD 13 209 SG90 
_________ _____ ~D:= C L E l\ R 8 ROO K D"'-'-R-'---____ 1_2_1_L3 ___ ~~r)_!.. ..:::::::0 _________________ ,
AOF CLE~MCNS DR 12 213 ;; 30 
A ,) __ ~ 10 
AOH CLINTON ST 13 020 _ ,'-/ f) 
r::-_____ _ _ ___ _ ~QJ C l CulIt--""-L _______ ~ ______ ~ _ ~..l..,\. _ _ __'O,~ _ _'~ ___________________ _I 
AOJ CLCUCLAND DR 13 018 
~----_-------'-A~.QK----J:L-Q.Y--.E ReT 12_J.'---'-_,,.._'-_c: _  -:::-______ ~ _______ 1 
AOL CLOVERCALE LN 13 205 Soso 
--"-,,- --r}g~-------~ t ~ ~ ~~-~------ --i-~--i-t-~--;;-- ,i; J ---=--~---
, ___________ _____ ____ ttQD. ________ ~L.j)_~ _ H_O.Ij_S __ !; __ l~ _____ L2 _ Lt]_ ._.:. ______________________ ~ ___ J 
AOP COATS'rlORTH CT 12 154 -,' 
_____ ______ _ ~_gQ_~ __ CO~I~'dORTH OR l _2 __ 1.Llt_ /- ;j:) _ ____ _ _ ~ __________ • 
o 0 F COR H ROO K 0 R I VEl 2 1 4 g .I j::' 0 
~--.-.-~.-.-- _ _ _ _ _ 0 ____ _ }\JJ_~ ____ _ _ ~OF£J;R __ QR ___ .. J_2._,._246 .2:': '_~: -'::>~_ - - - -------------t-
~ 0 S COLEMAN OK 1 3 1 5 5 -/ : :~ 0 
____ ___ _ . __ _____ ~OT _~~OLLES,_LPA~K __ RD __ _ _ 13- .0 1J __ ~D. .... :. ___ ~ _ _______ ~ ______________ ~ 
j A[JW COLLEGE ST EW 12 183 1 -,").0 
____ __ ~QV . ____ CnhJ~ __ t:_Gt:: _S.) Fp ____ J.J __ O_'t.8 _q<j('q 
AOX COLLEGE ST JB 13 241 i 
. . ___ ._ ~_~_Oij _ _ ~ ____ ~.Q.~1~~GE~J" MV _ l_)~_l~ _~;o_- :]-__ /_(.:-)._~~~ _ _____ ~. ____ 1 
AOY COLLIER RO 13 154 
____ _ _ ____ ___ ..A 0 Z _ _ __ .C QL L_lf_U 'LA Y L2_.l53---l_ilr.. .::..,J __ _ . _________ -- - - ____ ------: 
,~PA COL L I NGWOOD TERR 13 012 :: -I;' C 
1--__ ____ _ _ . _ __ . _ __ ~l\P_~ _ ___ ~_g_~1_t~_S_~J ________ ._t3 __ t4_<L_? - i~ _ ____ ______________ _ 
APe COL lIN S 0 R 06 002 ~ _' -2 0 
_ _ ~.P~_ CO L __ 9 N L~ .. l __  ~_ T __ . ____ J:.LiL?~_,,_.Jj.::o~ c _ _ ____________ _ 
OFT COL Teo U R T 12 14 9 )~-; ") 
____ ~E_E _ _ ~_p M ~_N CJj_t; ___ 1J ___ ~ _______ __ J]_ Q_2 0__ t; 2. 0:) _ 
,,\ P F C a ~ A ~J C: H E T R 1 2 0 2 0 J :: -~~ 
______ ~ PG _____ _ ~..9~ Mc_I3_CE RD 12_~J~ _ --.!f_'-·_~-:;-,,-( _ ~ _ __________ ~ _______ _ 
A P H CO \1 E P L 1 3 112 ! . -) :) 
___ ~1:.L ____ _ ~s.~'i~_~~Q_ __ ___ _ _________ 29 9_2. 9 _____ ~ ________________ _ 
A P J CON K LEe T 1 3 123 !..;' '3 Y rJ 
___ :~~?~_ . ___ ___ C_Q.i\L~LE. _Ro ____ __ -J_~ 1 ~ ____ J ~S: _ _ - 0 - _" ~\ ______ __ _ .. __ .~ ________ _
- :_APL CO~~KL E RO M~~ 12 077 '77C 
APj\-i CC'JKLE _S..J_ __ ___ _ __ 05 _24_l_~·~~/J _ ___ _ . __________ _ 
" A a Nee N LEY C IRe Y 1 2 2 4 1 .:l- 2::J :;, 
~~ __ _ ~_~?_Q_ . _ ,~ ~_ 0 NJ:-J~_'(. __ ~. _L~,  __ ~~'{ ______ . __ ._ .. L~_y_l=._=.3 _ _=_:;_I __ u-;:::- ~ ~')_-_-_ _ -_--------_--
,lI,pp CO~L EY DR 12 241 J.3 a 
-,- -----,,- -- ----- .. -- ------- .- --------. -- - - - --_._-- ----_._ - -- - - --_._-----------
--- . .... _-
I ~ -~~--------------------------------------------------------------
-------- ---------~-- --.. '- -- -- - - - - .. -- -----.---.-- --- .- -- - - - - ---- - ,, - -----. - -- --------- - ------------------1 
"-- -. -'--- -.------.- -.--- - . -- - - -- - --- --.--- - - ----- ------ ---- -.- - ---------------1 
~PQ CONLEY RD 1 3 015 'f T--\ ~ 
A P.R ____ . C Gi\j LJL't ___ S T ____ _ 
APS CO~JNELL Dr<. 13 207 ::; -: ".J 
___ ~_ . . __ _ .. _ . API _ _ . ___ ~Q~NI= eIR 12 150 "::',,0 
A PUC UN R Ao- iv-E -_ ...- .... ----- -1:3" 0 4 53~ $0---'-- -- -
___ __ ______ . _ .. _  ~P Y ____ C D 1\J 11 f\L~~ T ~l._"£' I 13_.__._ 1 2--.144 _ '!" __ ' ""_..::::' ~--- -- ----.--------------____t: 
A p It/ COOK RD 12 179 1 '('50 
_____________ l\_~ __ x _ _ J~.Q_ 0_, ?_E B_~-; A_Y _ __ _. __ _ J .?._S1:LI __ _ c 1Q_. ________________________ ~ 
,!\PY CORAL CT 05 210 ? ,O 
~ 
___ ------. ______ A p. ~ ___ ~.Q R ~_ ~ \ . L j\J __ •. J_3_.n5_--.L _ _ 
AQA CORRIN RO 06 038 G~'o 
A (J B COR C E L LOR l_2 ___ Q_~_Z___.35~ _ _____________________ ____I 
AQC CORDOVA PL 12 076 L 1 
_ _______ ~AQQ CQR !NI.!-1_~o 05 212_1Y/O ____ ____ ._. ______ ~ ____________ ~. 
AQE CORNELL OR 05 244 ?~10 
AQF CORONET DR 13 186 ~ . 
AQG 




COT TAG E l N 1 2 23 8 .,,", :.:r 0 
COTTAGE PL 13.~1~5~-O~~~~ _ ____________________________ ~ 
COTTAGE T ERH 12 238 2390 
COUNTRY CLUB CT 99 999 ~ ---.----- -- =-~-.. -=-~-,-- --- ----------------------I 
~QK COUNTRY CLUB DR 99 999 ~ 
_____ .. ___ A_Q~L_ COUNT R Y G R_[\J S ~ _____ 9_9_:._9::..-9:..-9~ __ -y~ -:--______________ --1 
~QM COUNTRY L4NE OR 05 246 ~~% 
_ __ 4 Q N _J~!]U NT R Y _P_L _______ _ __ __ "_O:::....::5:..._::2:..:3~9~"~_"_L.. ___ . _ _ . ___ ~ _ _____ ____l 
AQO COU\1TY LI.\lE RD 05 085 9/3'0 
_ _ _______ A_ ,...;:..r: J _P CO_~R1J\JE.Y DR __ _ _ 13 049 ~ _ _ ____ _ . _________ _____ ----I 
A () Q CO V E NT Rye T 1 3 21 1 51 .:. 
~ __ < _ _ _ _ • _~.9~ ___ ~_q.~BAPPLE ·LN 12:-Q.§5 o~s_O _ _ _ _____________ --f 
AQS CRAIG DR 12 237 J::fio 
.. ____ . ____ ... Ar;T __ __ ._~~,AN~p _____ _____ ____ J _l. _.920 _qcrqq 
AOU CREEK BARK CT 13153,0 '5..30 
___ . ___ ___ ~Q_V _ _ _ eRE EK C T __ _ _ _ ___ L~__.1.9~...LO '0 Q.-------~------------H 
Des CREEK INDIAN TR 12 012 o.vo 
______ . _ __ .. _. _~Qt,.J ___ _ ~R~.~_~5T _____ ~_L'020 .1~O 
AQX CREEKMOOR CT 11 153 ~ s~o 
. _ _ A Q Y ____ _ C '3..1; EK MOO ~__ L N 1 .3::::.._=--1.:.::...5_--=-3 __ !.J-=-~_3.-:::~ _ _____ . ____ ~ _ _____ __'__ _ """"' 
AQZ CREEKRIDGE erR 13 232 5 3 3 0 
_____ .. __ _ _ _ ~.f3A..... ___ .~ R E E K ~~ 0 0 0 C T __ _ . _ _ ___ Q_? __ .?~2_. 6-=-~~ S"' ________________ ~~ 
ARB CRFEKWOOD OR 12 106 ~h O 
ARC ~RFEKWQOD LN .O~~5~~2_~4~5 __ ~1~S~O~I~-______ --------------------
ARO CREEKWOOO WAY 13 248 
_____ _________ ~ll~ __ _ ~~ E E~._U~ ___ __ .__ _ 11...._058 _~~3:Q _. __ . _ _ ____ _____________ _ 
ARF CREEL OR 13 123 93tfO 
_______ ____ __ J2~I ______ C.R.E~JJ'nlJT_i;_I 05 242 " . 2. _ _ _ 
DC U C RES T "" 0 NT 0 R . 0 5 24 Z '( 'I ::.0 
AR G C R ~5_T D~JjAL _ _________ . ~ ? _ ..::.1....:.4 .. ...:::0-----=1 .. --'--f) ~O _ __ __ _____________ ~ ___ _ 
ARH CRESTRIDGE OR 13 090 3 100 
____ _ _____ __ .~ f3.J ___ (:,?,F: S TV I ~\i....1.01____ _ _ 15_ tJ.3 _____ 'i.? ____ _  
ARJ CREST~~OOO DR 13 039 ~ -.:;><1 0 
... __ _ _ ______ Al~iS.._ .. _____ ~!3J _?11 ~. ___ _ ~~____ _ _ _ ___ .1.2 ___ 1.3 2._.--L.==:-___ ----.-______ - ------_______ _ 
A R L C R 0 \'J 0 E R S T 1 2 0 1 7 tJ J '1 w 
ARM CROyiN CT 05 244 ?Ij ~ o -, -- -- -----
ARN C~OWN W.4Y 13 211 5 3'10 
I--- ~-.- ------- ---- - ------- ._-- .- - -------- .~----
. . _-- ---- -- - - - --_. -- - - - -- _.- ------- - ---_ ._- --------- _._------------
- - --- -- .--.----- - --- - .- .. -- ·----.. --------- ------~-----
A ROC R Y S TAL L A K. E R 0 1 3 072 tfcrc-qc; 
._____ _ _ _ __  l' 8- ~ CRY S TAL L :\l . 1 3 071 -? .-) ! !] 
It.- AR :) '--'CRY-ST ,~L-R -i V ERrJR------ 131-48- t+-i ~~-·--
~ - - -... -. - . - - .-.--~ ~ ~ >--- -- - ·2~-~~~ L ~~ C C R 12 1 2 1 \ 1-1 
l--- - - . ___ A3 I _ _ .. J:_UR RLLLL_ ._ .. _____ _ ~3._Ql8_ :. -: i:~ ____ _ __ _ _ _____ _I 
f---. - - ----J:~ .~~~R~ ______ ~1~3~O~1~8~.~~~~~· ~~O~----------~~-~ ARW CUSHING CT _ -,A...;..:.R..;...;.X ___ ,. __ G.Y NT H C~--=~- -------.-...;,.....x:....~_;.. ... ~_.__"_:__..._--------------___t 
l-~~ :~ g::~~~;E _____ ~~~~_~ ______________ ~ ASA CVPRESS DR 
ASC CZAR PL 1 3 1 8 6 ~-' ~ :: C 
ASE DAHLCNEGA OR 13 170 
t-_ ____ • ___ ___ A5 F __ -,0 ALE C T I LIQ.-"!O.-.-- .'--.:;:-------___________ ---fl 







___ 12 __ L~Q _~~~~~-------~--------~ 
13 167 pi 
ASK DANCING WATRS OR 12 021 
~, ___ _ __ .' . ____ ~5 .k ___ . __ ._O_&tJ_IE..L __ O~'l __ . __ . ______ lZ._~_I~. . 
A S ~1 DA R R veT 1 3 23 7 S 
t------ - . - - - - _ _ A S~ __ __ D.A ~I_EN_Cl ______ . _ ______ Q5_.2_4 !t~=-_ft_------_-----~~--.: 
ASC DARRELL CT 12 110 l! j 
- -1 D r--- - ------- ---- . _____ A_ SJ? _____ ._._QA R ~u.~_ OR __ lL~U _-.? _..J-:--:-• ..;:-,-.:-_ . ____ ~ ___________ • 
ASQ D~UPHIN OR 13 211 ~ .~ 
. __ __ _ ._ASR __ ___ j)~_'LIJ.;_ . _ CJ~ L3_ . 016 J_ ' \;.-=:.--- - - - ------------------1 
ASS DAVIS OR 13 051 :' 
.. ____ AS 1. _ ______ O_~'L1.$_5_C T .. __ 1.3_ L68 _ ~ . _..,-J •..... J_,....:_. _ ___ . _____________ 1 
ASU DAYTONA CT 13 114 ~ i ~ 
1------------ ._ _ _~_S:x _. ___ Q~_~~_O N .!~_£ _ _ ._ tJ __ Q2J ___ .2._2...-, --!....,,0.- ---.-----,.------'-----\ 
A S ~.j 0 E A N S T 1 3 2 40 :;- '1 I 
A S X 0 E "N ' S WAY 1 2 1 42 ''--l 2 ? - -_.--- ---AS l-~- ---DE A R I !\JG --s-T- ---- - - ll---o·s 63 -; -c-:-- - .--- -----------. 
AlA DEASE OR 12 139 3 {; (.; ---- -_ •.. - '"-_ .. _----_._- - -_._ .. _---_._ - - - - - -- -- .- - . -.,.-- - _ .. _ - ----
ATB DE8!1IE SUE LN 12115 \. \ .:;- c 
_ __ . __ . ____ ~ c__  _. _...P r: C p. T ~ R J3j~.:___________ 1'?_JJ3? .. ___ ..-;--:;;:::-_~_----.--_--------, 
ASY DEERFIELD COURT 12 140 \~ 
_.__ __ _ _ ____ . ~T Q 0 E E R F 1 ;: L 0 11'1 A Y 1 2 08 7 0 ~ ", 0 
ATE -- ---oE-ERWD 0-0 OR--- -- · --13-1 R 7 -- -:-;-=-:-c -- ---
__ __ _____ ~ T F _ _ __ J)fJ-_~_ U)_ 'd __ ~__ 12 _J>'J JL _..:~ -'--~---_~o---.. - .--- --------.:,,:__-
ATG DELICIOUS CT 13 148 
__ _ .. ____ ~J ~ ____ .Q_~_~h:_. C.T _______ .___ .l } _.J 7 .2=. _ ___ t.!.:_·_i .-"-= _DJ',.---i - ---------------i 
AT I DELLWOOD CT 12 115 ! r, .;:; -' 
_____ _ AI J _. ____ DJ_~QB-;~ JiAy_ 13 048 ____ -'--____ . _ __ _ __ _____ --,-....,...-_ 
ATK DELTA OR 13 048 
_ _ ___ ~_T L 0 E L TAW A Y._ __ ._ _ __ _ _ __ 1}_ J 4 _2_ .- -:-=-r--...-r-- ;-------------------, 
ATM O~MERE DR 12 109 
A T N 0 := N H .t~ ~1 S T 1"3 1 19 4 J Cz ) - - -. - -------- - --- -_._-_._ .. - --- _ .- ------ .. --- --------_._------.;--
A TOO E I\j I SED R 1 3 05 8 ~ !'-q () 
_. ---- ---- ---- -_ ._ - - - -.-- -- -.. - - .. - . --- - --_._-- -------- -- -_._--------,--
--------- - - - - ---- - _. -_ . . ------.. -----~-------------------~-
CLAYTON 	COUNTY 	SCHOOL 	SYSTEM 
ALPHABET IC STREET L [STING 
ATP DENNIS 	DR 13 047  
ATQ DENNY 	DR 13 091 	-3'-1 0 
ATR DENSON 	BLVD 12 173 MITI 
ATS DERRICK 	JONES 	RD 13 056  
ATT DERRY 	ST 13 047  
A TU DEVONSHIRE 	CR 13 211 S- 3 M 
ATV DEWAYNE LN 12 018 0 17 s ' —?) 
ATW DEXTER 	DR 13 184  
ATX DICKSON RD 05 078  
ATY DIPLOMAT 	DR 13 185 H 
ATZ DIX 	ST 13 216 s-33?, 
AUA DIXBORO DR 05 244  
AUS DIXIE 	AVE 13 207 
AUC DIXIE 	DR 13 209 509 0 
ADD DIXON CT 13 239  
AUE DIXON 	IND BLVD 99 999 49cft 
AUF DIXON RD 13 239  
AUG DIXON 	ST 13 240 Sqt0 
AUH DODSON AVE 13 020  
AUT DOGWOOD Cl 13 179 C-7  c--1 0 
AUJ DOGWOOD LN 13 216  
AUK DOGWOOD LN 13 089 -3 
AUL DONALD BLVD 12 120 7, 
AUM DONCASTER RD 13 175 '-.1`- . 
AUN DORCHESTER CR 12 136 13 	0 
AUG DOP,ITA 	CT 12 117 i 	I 
AUP DOROTHY LN 13 146  
AUO DORSEY CT 05 245  
AUR DORSEY 	DR 13 082 --"S--; 
ADS DORSEY ROAD 05 245 atis-c 
AUT DOTSON CT 13 123 Y a 2 ,:=-% 
AUL, DOUBLEBRIDGE 	RD 12 170 i 7“.,' 
AUV DOUBLEGATE LN 12 105 /O  6 0 
AuW DOVE CT 12 113 — 
AUX DOVE DR 13 204 .-• 	'1 	'--" 
AUZ DOVER CT 	J8 13 237 4 -' '1 — 7 - 	,, 	,. 	--/ 
AUY DOVER CT RV 13 182  
AVA DOWNEY DR 13 123 '7;2_ 	0 
AVE-3 DRAKES 	CT 06 002 
AVC DRAKES 	DR 06 002  
AVD DREW CT 05 236 , 	• - 
AVE DREx EL 	LN 12 086 .0 i- • 1 ,•_T: 
AVF DRDRY RD 05 244 L1i-I0 
AVG DUCHESS CT 13 150 :7 	._..: 4-/ 	 i2i. 
AVH DUFFEY DR I? 114 tti"-‹; 
AV I DUKE CT 05 - 247  
AVJ DUNAIRE WAY 05 242  
AVK DUNCAN RD 12 049  
AvL DUNCAN ST 13 075  
AVM DUNCY 	CT 13 239 •5- .‘' -! 
AVN OUNELLEN 	LN 13 237  
AVG DUNmOOR DR 13 143 L.;-4. 	:,) 
AVP DUNN RD 12 236  
L_)ATE 2/23/78 
CL AYTCN 	_C O__U NT Y 	SC HO _O L 	S 	T Eft  















































AVG 	DUNWCODY WAY 
AVR OURANi_cj 
AVS 	DURBY CT 
E_FAyFTLEILLE__CR 	 
E FAYETTEVLLE DR 
E EAY_EIT 7 VILE RD_ 
EAGLE DR 
EAST BOURNE DR 
EAS:11_,C.LAYJMLOR 
EAST CONLEY RD 
	EAST 	DIXIE DR 
EAST DOWNING CT 	12 238 
EAST LCVEJOY  RD 06 132 ng- ID  
12 017' 0 " 
2 7 '77 	  
13 049 73-' 1° 
06 096 !94141.0  
11! 110 - 
027
75!a  
 13 4 
EAST MIMOSA DR 
EAST PKWY  
EAST ST 








EDENTON WAY  
EDGEMCOR LN 
EDINBURGH  WAY  
EDWARDS DR 
EDWARDS RD 	 
ELAINE DR CY 





ELIZABETH PK CT 




ELLIOT WAY  
ELLIOTT RD 






13 1124 1" 
12 139 t31.0 
13 205 _1 














13 187 4 S-rrt) 
 13 168 L-, •.:,5()  
05 247 
05  
13 142 Lr-r•1' 
12 239 -2- 	 
12 017 ?, 
12 121 LJP 
13 017 "iork 0 
12 146 	(2_0 
06 001 Drd 
12 209 
13 185 
13 047 '14- 1- C 
12 241  
13 079 	1 410 
12 182 ; c3"2-0 
13 013 7., LL \O 
13 080 -1Q.0 1-4 
12 052 ;.•)11 1")0 
1.2 052  
05 019 
13 112 1-412 
13 216 s- D 
13 216 C7S-57-.) 
 13 175 tr-L56
12 050 !".: 700 
 
AXJ 	ELCN TR 
AXK ELSMERE LN 
AXL 	EMBREY CR 
AXM EMERALD DR 
 
05 247 6- Lfr1 
13 121 	6CF 
06 002  
06 005 .9qqg 
   
     
     
     
         
         
         
ATE 2/23/78 
CL AYTON 	COUNTY 	SCH 0 0 L 	SYSTEm 
ALPHABETIC  STREET LISTING 	 PAGE 	13  
AXN 	EMMETT ST 	 13 182 11F-2 - ) 
AXO EMPEROR CT 13 186 L6,,Y!7 
AXP 	ENGLEWOOD TR 	 13 235 c., 'ID 
AX0 ENGLISH RD 05 143 
AXS 	ENOCH DR 	CP 	13 039 
AXR ENCCH DR  CY 13 016 
AXT 	ENVOY PL 	 13 186 4/0•0 
AXU ERIE PL 12 175 P7;3 
AXV 	ERNEST DR 	 13 048 	co„It4 
AXW ERWIN CT 13 017 .q900 
AXX 	ESSEX CR 	 13 237 617° 
DCZ 	ESTER CT 13 168 i1‘40  _ 
DDX 	ESTER ST 	 13 168 
AXY ETON CT 13 237  ;370  
AXZ 	ETOWAH DR 	 13 187 44'776 
AYA EU9ANKS DR 12 177 17; 
AYB 	EUNICE DR 	 13 172 4/ 710 • 
AYC 	EVA ST   13 172 i/Va  
AYD 	EVANS CIR 	 13 151 zn,qo 
AYG EVANS CR 	FP 	13 050 noo 	 
AVE 	EVANS DR 	RV 13 121 lAz/3 
AYH EVANS DR RV 	13 169 4490  
AYF 	EVANS OR 	RX 	12 137 eT9qq 
AYI EVANS ST  	13  020 iloo 
AYJ 	EVELYN DR 	 13 . 017 .70,1c, 
AYK EVENVIEW  CIR 	05 241 	t-ito 	  
AYL 	EVENVIEW CR 05 241 2,41D 
AYM EVERGREEN DR 	13 019 3/p 	  
AYN 	EVERGREEN TERR 	13 019 .590 
AYC EWING DR 	 13 080 3f0o 
AYP 	FAIR HAVEN CR 	13 167 '11:67o 
AYQ FAIRFIELD CT  	12 141 i;0 ,1  
AYR 	FAIRFIELD CR 	 12 141 ,"/ 
AYS FAIRLANE DR 	12 118 
AYT 	FAIRVIEW DR 	 99 999 • 
AYU FALCON CT 12 239 J.•9 	 
AYV 	FALCON DR 	 13 044 3440 
AYW FALLAWATER CIR 	13 148 Iptco  
AYX 	FALLVIEW DR 	 13 111 37a1; 
DFE FARMDALE COURT 	13 212  
AYY 	EARN DR 	 12 181 /Y,ZD, 
AYZ FARRIS  CIR  	13 047 	 
AZA 	FAVCR DR 	 13 078 .379;7, 
AZB FAY DR  	12 137 ?  
AZD 	FAYETEVLLE RD JB 05 205 qqq9 
AZE FAYETEVLLE RD JB . 	13 241 5Lif-3  
AZC 	FAYETTE AVE 	 05 242 ? , 
	AZF FEAGIN RD 06 063  CoCe/ 0 
AZG 	FERGUSON CT 	 13 049 3 qq 3 
AZH FERN CT 	 13 187 A-47'7'7 
AZI 	FIELDCREST DR 	12 14C CIO D 
	AZJ FIELDER CT 12 107 06' 
AZK 	FIELDER RD 	 99 999 	A, 
_.0 .L A. Y T 	 C_ 0_ UN T 'LL SCHOOL 	SY S_ T 
ALE . 1-A_B_E_TiC_S. T_R 	 TING. 	 RAF 	14 ._2/ 23/38 . 
ALL 	F I ELDER WAY 	 12 107 
AZ Ni . 	... . F...I.E LOILN_G C LR ._ 	13 2_06. 
A 7. N FIELDSTONE CR 	 05 234 
_AZ_O FIFTH A.Y_F _ 	 13 209. 	0  
AZP 	F INLEY DR 	 13 049 
11_006•:1 -` :,,n_ 
AZR 	FIRST ST 	 13 051 ;'7E. O 
AZ_S FISHER DR   _ .12_a47 LI ,: le  
AZT 	F ITZGER AL D RC 	 05 179 1cig9 
	DDA FLAGSTAFF CT 12_02l_ C, 1-10 	  
AZU 	FLAIR CT 	 13 205 r-1-, • : ') 
AZV FLA IRV I EW CT   	13 113 
AZW 	FLAMINGO DR 	 13 213 c.17..0 
A ZX FLAMINGO WAY 13  113  
AZY 	FLANDERS CT 	 13 212 
AZZ FLAT SHOAL_SRD  
BAA 	FLEETWOOD CR 	 13 216 :,:,.::0 
	BAB FLEMING  RD 	1,2 116 il=,0 
BAC 	FLEMISH CT 	 13 070 2 703 
	 BAD 	FLEUR DE L IS DR 	13 144 .:/;Lqo 
BAE 	FLICKER CT 	 06 098 
BAF FLICKER RD 	06 098  
BAG 	FLINT PL 	 13 147 
BAH FLINT RIVER RD 	 99 999 4. 	 
BA 1 	FLINT TR 	 13 147 4q7:) 
BAJ FLOYD RD 	 06  026 Till/ 	  
.BAK 	FOLSOM RD 	 05 144 7.- :":'D 
BAL  FONTAINE DR 	12 047  
BA M 	FOREST AVE 	 13 049 
BAN FOREST DR  	13 138 	: 	 
BAD 	FOREST HAVEN DR 13 140 "i'/0 
	 BAP FOREST HAVEN  LN 	13  140 2.1 ,3 
BAQ 	FOREST PKWY 	 99 999 -344D 
BAR FORES - TH ILL CT 	13 081 2o - 
BAS 	FORTSON DR 	 04 240 
BAT FORTSON! RD  04 240 
DEC 	FOSTER RD 	 06 059 
BAD FOSTER ST 	13 017 ,:;i n-3 -, 
BAV 	FOUNTAIN ST 	 12 089 
	 RAW FOUR WINDS LN 	05-210 7; 
BAX 	. FOURTH ST 	 13 078 
BAY FOX CHASE CT 	 13  138  -=-`.:7'- 
BA 7 	FOX CHASE LN 13 138 
BBA FOX FIRE TERR 	 06 065 
BBB 	FOX RUN 	 12 154 .!:=. '4.1 
BBC FOXFIELD TR 	 12 154  
1330 	FOXWOOC TR 13 166 ..i:o 
B R c FRED DR 	 13 145 :t:iin  
BRF 	FRECR I CKSBURG CT 	13 242  
BBG 	FREEMAN RD 	 06 094 gelq-ci 
BBH FREESTONE CT 12 020  
RBI 	FREESTONE DR 	 12 020  41'1 5P 	  
BPJ FRONT ST 	 12 183 	I'M 
CLA YTON 	COUNTY 	SCHOOL 	SYSTEM 	  















1: 4  GALE DR 12 045 , 
RBN GAMMA COVE 13 142 .417; 
BBC GANC DR 13 149 4, 
BBP GARDEN CT 13 215 
7 
- 
BBO GARDEN CT 12 141 i LiC, c) 
BBR GARDEN RIDGE DR 13 106 4h4,0 
BPS GARDEN SPRNGS DR 13 105 4/1s0 
BBT GARDEN WALK BLVD 99 999 .4. 
9BU GARLAND CT 13 123 ,7340 
BBV GATE CT 12 105 /0.k,-0, 
DEL GATE RIDGE CT 05 242 sy-2...e) 
BBW GATEWCOD CIR 05 245 g3 76 
BBX GATEWCOD DR 05 236  
BBY GAY ST 12 016 c'') 
BBZ GENEVA ST 13 020 -:- .--(1 
CCA GENNY LN 13 137  
BCB GENTRY LN 12 086 og7o 
BCC - 	GEORGIA 	AVE 99 999 3.5,C1 
BCD GEORGIA DR 13 006  
9CF GETTYS9URG CT 13 242 54=0 
9CF GILBERT 	PL 13 013 ,1,440 
BCG GILBERT RD 
'BCH 
 13 014 3/y0 
CT _JZLICT 13 148 q7zo 
GLACE RD 13 018 - c-iro BCI 
BCJ GLEN HOLLOW DR 12 087 0?7n 
RCK GLEN HUNT CT 12 106 0- 70 
BCL GLEN LN 13 137 
RCM GLENAIRE LN 05 242 I 
RCN GLENN CR 13. 079 72a, 
BCO GLENN PL 12 239 .3 .7.-., 
BCP GLENWCCDS CR 13 245 5N D 
RCO GLENWCOCS TERR 13 236  
RCR GLINT CT 05 176 eiä 
RCS GLORIA 	DR 13 209 
BCT GLOUCHESTER CT 13 083 14R.7-7, 
BCU GOOPY RC 13 070 "z71. cs, 
BCV GCLCEN MEADOW DR 13 120 4i - n - z.____-___ 
BCW GOVERNMENT CIR 12 048 cy(Fc.,. 
RCX GOVERNORS OR 13 051 2 
SC? GRACE DR 13 048  
BCL GRACELAND CIR 12 144 
BOA  GRACELAND CT 12 144 Iff: 
BOB GRACEWCOD 	CR 13 019 
BOD GRANADA OR FP 13 051 --7 . --) 
ROC GRANADA 	DR 	• RV 13  
ROE GRANDE WAY 13 143 
EDF GRANT 	RE 12 244 ,9.3 (.00 
RCG GRAYSGN DR 13 184 ="7T 
RON GRAYSTCNE_DR 13 169 ----,- 
BCI GREEN 	INC WAY 12 112 f- fl 
	 P A.G E_____L6  



















































GREEN MEADOWS 	LN 
GREE.__N VALLEY 	DR 
A_L,P .. . 	 E.E_T .LJ.STLN  




GREEN VALLEY 	LN 
__._eDi REENE_ ST 
GREENHILL 	WAY 13 	019 
GREFNLFAF 	DR 	 1301q  
GREENMAIL 	WAY 13 	235 	f7"..40 
GREE_NW I L LOW DR 	12: 240 ;1: Ea 
GREENW ILL OW WAY 12 239 
GRFFNWCOD DR 	 05 235 	3 	0 
GREENWOOD 	LN 13 	104 	l i 
GREENWOOD WAY 	 13 Qin—. 37i 0 
GRETNA CT 	 12 	155 
GREYSTON___,E _DR 	 05 	234 	?.liii0 
GREYSTONE RD 13 208 
GROOLIS 	CT 	 13 	166 	q.(,c. 
GROVE 	CT - 	 12 	177 	!o 
GROVERNOR WAY 13 	121  
GUNTER 	DR 	 13 	016 	::-..'-o 
HABERSHAM 	SQ. 	 13 	174 	_q"Zzo 
HACKNEY 	WAY 12 	136 	;,:,::.c) 
HACCON DR 12 086 	0 ?0 
HAGFR 	DRIVE 	 13 	204 	:7;;7) 
HAICA 	LN 	 12 	020 	C:y:;:- 
HALE RD 13 051 
HALEY DR 	 13 207 
HALL RD 04 210  
HAMBRICK 	RD 	 13 	055 	''-::40 
HAMILTON ST 06 164 7•573 
HAMLET CT 	 13 205  
HAMMACK 	C IR 	' 12 .113 	:' i 5,, 
HAMMACK 	DR 12 	113 '3 
HAMPSTEAD 	PL 	 13 .154 	,' /540. 
HAMPTON CT 13 212 
HAMPTON RD 	 05 047 
HANCCCK 	ST 13 	138 	..-1,.._:'.-r-, 
HANDLEY 	BLVD 	 12 	174 	,-./9 
HANES ST FP 	13 046 
HANES 	ST 	JR 13 	240 	6-1410 
HANOVER DR 13 237 
HARBIN WOODS 	DR 	12 	142 
HARKNESS 	CT 13- 	121 	-'..:„,:1.0. 
HARPER 	BLVD 	 12 	174  
HARPER CT 12 	146  
HARPER CR 	 12 	175 
HARRIS 	RD 05 	076  
HARRISON 	CT 	 13 	057 	T 
HARRISON 	RD 13 	C40  • -:-..4-=•-- 
HARTFORD 	DR 	 12 	149 	'-:'-'3 
HARVEST 	LN 13 	179 '7"74i0 
NAST ING RD-PR 	 06 	132  
BF F 	HATCH COVER C IR 	Co 065  
BFG HAVANA ST 	 13 114 4/ el') 
L 
CLAYTON 	C_OUNTY 	SCHO OL 	SYSTEM 	 
ALPHABETIC____STREET LISTING 	PA 
BFH 	HAVEN CT 	 13 140 
BEI HAVENRIDGE DR 	13 140  
RFJ 	HAVER.CR 	 13 237 
BEI< HAWTHORNE DR 	 13 205  G 
BFL 	HAYES CR 	 13 141  
• BEM HAZEL ST 13 049  
BFN 	HEADQUARTERS ST 	12 212 
BED HEARTH CT 	 12 106 1?_:7 
REP 	HEATHER CIR 13 104 
BEL) HEATHER CT 	 13  104 Ail'.:.  
BFR 	HEATHER LN 	13 072 37,%7 
DES HEATHERWOOD LN 13 104 4-0_0 	 
BET 	HERRON LN 	 13 167 470 
BFU HELEN ST 13 080 	900  
BFV 	HELPER RD 	 13 248 r;i10 
DEW HELMS ST 13 178 SC7 ° , 
BFX 	HEMLOCK DR 	 13 239 	i ' 
BEY HEMLOCK PL   13 082 	 
BFZ 	HENDERSON RD 	 13 078 Z- 75'0 
BOA  HENCRIX DR   13 046  
BOB 	HERITAGE LN 	 12 108 /07C 
BGC HERNCCN BLVD 12 174  17'7: 
BGD 	HERCN DR 	 13 204 5- -i 
DOE HICKORY AVE 	 12 173  
BGE 	HICKORY CT 13 114 410 
ROG HICKORY DR 	 13 1L5-/'/  
BON 	HICKORY HLW LN 	05 207 
DOI HICKORY LN   13 216  
ROJ 	HIDDEN BRANCH DR 	06 036 &6 
BGK HIDDEN HOLLOW TR 06 036  
BGL 	HIDDEN LN 	 12 105 
DOM HICCENLAKE DR 	12 106 :-D) 
DON 	HIGGINS DR 	 13 120 liCSO 
900 HIGH DR 	 13  078  
BOP 	HIGH VIEW RD 	 12 116 1 i 
	DDK HIGHLAND CIRCLE 	13 081  
BGQ 	HIGHLAND ST 	 13 081 =!,.::c 
BGR HIGHPOINT CT   13 080  
BO'S 	HIGHRIDGE CT 	 06 127 7.:'-'7---  
DGT HIGHTOWER ST 13 241 6.otn  
DDY 	HILL ST 	 12 180 	. 
.ECU HILL ST  	 13 050  
BGV 	HILLCREST DR 13 216 P-.:, 
BOW HILLPINE RD 	 13 047  
RGX 	HILLSIDE DR 12 089 
BOY HILLSIDE DR 	 13 075 4t? 0 . 
EG7 	HILLTOP DR 13 115 -",1 /:..) " 
PHA HILLTOP PL 	 12. 015 
BHB 	HILLTOP RD 12 018 11619 
DHC HILLVIEW AVE 	 12 015 6, in 
RHO 	HOBSON COVE 12 140 HoD 
DHF HOLIDAY BLVD 	 09  999 	  
BHF 	HOLIDAY DR 13 114-17: 
13 184 
06 029 
12 017 (7':'o 
04 244  -i<r.  
13 182 ;,_, s--ao 
Q5 244 ,a76 
12 183 ,t=- C 
13 0/9 
13 205 So<.- 
BIV 	INDIAN HILL TR 
91W INDIO CT 
BIX 	INGLESIDE OR 
SIR INMAN RD 	 
RIY 	INNES ST 
811 INVERNESS DR 
BJA 	IONE ST 
BJB  IOWA DR 
BJC 	IRIS CT 
BJD  IRIS DR 	 12 242 	- 
BJE 	IRMA LEE DR 13 135  
.0 _N 
	
C 	U. N T Y 	.S 	C-1  
ATE 2_123/78 	 ALPHAeETIC _STRFFT LISTING 
 
P E  
 
12 ?05 
12.2..05 	- 7 




13 142 '- 
. 	_13134 
99 999 I f_i0 
05 245 q LIT° 
05 245 S' 
13 039 7:7-'11,J) 
12 241 ;.4 1 3 
12_212 





12 176 ig(a0  
13 240 
13 180 
12 087 ( 7 7D 
13 207 
12 154 
	 13 175 '  
13 237'-": ;/ 
13 017 
13 153 .2i 
05 245 
12 175 rs-o 
05 236 
99 999 
99 999 	  
06 132 7570 
99 999 
13 054 
13 239 63  9 O  
BIS 	IMPALA CIR 	 12 118 ,',•VO 
BIT 	IMPERIAL DR . 	13 144 1„; f.1  Lf 0  
DEG 	INDEPENDENCE DR 05 235  






















HOLLAND PARK DR 
HOLLY CIR 
HOLLY CT 





HOmEWCOD CT  
HOMEWOOD DR 
HONEYSKLE  LN CP 
HONEYSKLE LN JB 
	 HOOD AVE 	 
HOUSTON SQ 
HOWARD CIR  
HOWARD PL 
HOWELL LN 	 
HUIE DR 
HUIE RD 	 
HUIE ST 
BIB 	HUMMINGBIRD WAY 
BIC HUNT CREEK CT 
BID 	HUNT RD 
BIE HUNT WAY 












HUNTNGTON DR JB 
HUNTOCN PL  
HUNTSMEN GLEN 
HUNTWCOD LN 	 
HURCN DR 
HURST CT 	 
HWY 138 
HWY 23 
 HWY 3 
HWY 42 
HWY 85 





































































06 026  
f 
I5c 
____CL AYT_ON 	COUNTY 	SCHOOL 	SYSTEM 	  
DATE, 2/23/78 	 
 
ALPHABETIC STREET LISTING 	 PAGE 	19 
   
IRON GATE BLVD-








JAN O? 	FP 




JANETTE CT 12 050 
JARRARC AVE 12 	01.5 
JARRARD CT 12 015 
JEH STEUART DR 1.3 	242 
JEFF 	DAVIS 	CR 13 242 
JEFFERSON 	AVE 13 	111 
JENSON DR 12 015 
JERRI 	CT 13 	137 
JESTERS LAKE DR 13 207 
JETT RD 13 178 
JOAN OF ARC PL 13 070 
JOANNE CT 13 	016 
JODECO CIR 06 027 
JODECO DR 06 027 
JOCECO PL 
JOHN ARNOLD CIR 12 241 
JOHN ROBERT DR 12 	113  
JOHNSON RD 	JB 13 	175 
JOHNSON RD RV 13 	118 
JOHNSON RD 	RV 13 	1.09 
JOHNSON 	ST . 12 017 
JOLLY GREEN CT 12 239 
JOLLY GREEN DR 1.2 	239 
JONATHAN RD 13 	148 
JONES CIR 13 070 
JONES 	CT 11 	080  
JONES RD 	FP 12 202  
JONES 	RD FP 13 078 
JONESPIORO CT 13 242 
JONESBORO RD 13 015 
JONESBORO ST 12 	183 
JOY LAKE RC 12 	180 
JOYCE DR 13 	082 
JUDITH ANN OR 12 	115 
JUDY LN 13 	155 
JUNIPER CIR 13 	112 
JUNIPER 	DR 13 049 
KACCCNIS 	RD 13 	013 
KAPPA 	WAY 13 	142 
KAREN CT 13 	137 
KARESTON COVE 13 088 
KARLA 	CIR 1.2 	209 
KATE OR 13 	051 
KATHERINE RC 12 	137 
KATHIE 	CT 12 	139 
KATHIE 	LN 12 	139 
_CL AYTON 	COUNTY 	 SCHOOL 	SY_STE.-___M 
























_. •._. 	___ 
	 KAT IE _LN 	
13 KATHRYN CIR 
KAY 	ST 13 
_KF A2,NEy 	DU J_E___ 	 1Z 
_12 
KELLY 	AVE 13 
KEN C EL ' CT 12 
KENCRICK 	CT 	 13 
KENDRICK RD_ 13 
KENNEDY DR 	 13 
KENNEDY 	RD 13 
- 	KENNESAW 	CT 	 13 
KENNESAWOR  
- KENNESAW 	PL 	 13 
KENSINGTON WAY 12_ 
KENT LN 	 13 
____ KF„NwCOD_DR 	 13 
KENWOOC LN 13 
KENYON RD 	 13 
KESWICK 	DR 13 
KEVIN _Li",1 12 
KEVIN 	PL 	 12 
KEYSTONE CT 	 13 
KEYWEST 	ST 13 
K[CC 	RD 12 
KIMSEY 	DR 	 13 
KING 	ARTHUR CT 	13 
KING GEORGE WAY 13 
KING JAMES 	DR 	 13 
KING RC 	FP 	13 
KING 	RD JE 13 
KING RD 	RV 	99 
KING 	ST 12 
KING 	WILLIAM 	DR 	13 
- 
KING'S 	POINT 	CT 13 
KINGLET 	RD 06 
KINGS WAY 
KINGSTON RD 12 
KINGSW0O0 	CIR 	 13 
KIPLING WAY 99 
KITE 	CR 13 
KNIGHTS 	WAY 	 13 
KNOLLWOOD DR 12 
KOZY 	LO 	 13 
KRISTIN 	COVE 	 13 
KUNUNGA DR 06 
KYLE DR 	 06 
Lm3FLLE ST 	 06 
LACEY 	AVE 12 
LACY 	AGATHA CT 	13 
LACY 	DANA 	CT 13  
LADY 	GUINEVRE 	WY 	13 





, ,  
145 
077 	.. 	' 
237f- :; c7-3 
237- 
076 3-7---'-; 
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CL AYTtINI 	COUNTY 
	 ALHABFTL.0   EAGE 	21 
RAD LASO DR 06 079 	67.7= 7: 
BNE LAKE 	OIR 13 046 	?; L;.., ,, 
DEP LAKE 	CITY 	IND CT 12 176 	;7.7 
BNE LAKE 	DR FP 13 050 
BNG LAKE 	DR MV 13 208 
DEO LAKE 	FOREST 	DR _ 12 012 
BNH LAKE 	HARBIN RD 12 115 	qqqq 
BNI LAKE JCDECO RD 06 002 qeqg 
8NJ LAKE 	MIRROR 	PL 13 044 	,f l. qt, 
BNK LAKE MIRROR RD 13 043 
BNm LAKE VIEW DR CP 13 059 	:f.,S, 0 
BNL LAKE 	VIEW 	DR. JB 13 208  
BNN LAKE VIEW TERR 13 234 	,53 4 c 
BNO LAKELAND CIR 12 175 / 7 C)C 
BNP LAKELAND DR 12 104  
BNQ LAKESHORE 	CR CP 13 073 	,::sso 
BNS LAKESHORE DR FP 13 045 _=;' ,4,t7C 
BNR LAKESHORE 	DR JB 13 209 	50c?: 
BNT LAKEVIEW 	DR 13 216  
BNU LAKEVIEW 	DR 12 152 	/363 
BNV LAKEWOOD LN 13 247 7/ 
BNW LAMAR DR 13 078  
5NX LAMEETH 	CIR 12 204 
BNY LAmcw AVE 12 239 	;Zq.c,- 
BNZ LAMPLIGHT 	CT 12 142 /.-..,.(_ 
BOA LANCE LN 13 118  
BOB LANDOVER CIR 12 140 	: :i7r) 
BOC LANCOvER COVE 12 140 
BOO LANIER 	PL 12 116 	/iL,T ) 
BCE LANIER 	RD 12 116 
BCF LARK 	CT 13 205 C QG:p 
BOG LASSITER 	ST 13 138 L7,2 iz.r) 
BOH LAUREL 	CIR 13 080 
For LAUREL 	CT 13 080  
BCJ LAUREL 	LN 13 135 	.1 1- 7. 
BOK LAUREL 	ST 13 079 	9c7q=7 
BOL LAURENCEAE WAY 13 135 	4-7: -7-1 
ROM LAURUS 	CT 13 135 1..7 
BON LEAFWOOD CT 05 245 
BOO LFAFwrOD LN 05 245 	-''H''T 
BOP LEAR 	CT 05 245 --In 
BOO LEOGEWOOD OR 13 114L,; ,- - 
BoR LEE 	CIR 13 079 	7,-77 
BOT LEE 	ST FP 13 075 
BOu LEE 	ST JB 13 241 	sqjc, 
BOV LEE 	ST ,1 %/ 13 012 	':;f ,--, 
— BOS LEE 	ST MW 12 147 	77.,:c 
BoW LEE'S 	miLL 	RD  99 999 7(' 




BUY LcRCSE 	DR 12 053 C7' 
POZ LESLEY 	DR 13 006 
BRA LESL[E 	DR 13 016 
BPB LEVANDY WAY 05 176 °PT-67 
t...L AY TO N_ 	COuNTY 	HOOL 	S. Y_ 	 /  




















EPH LILA 	ST 13 	017 
BPI LILAC CR 12 	140 
BPJ LINDA 	PL 13 079 
it- BPK LINDA WAY 13 079 
BPL 	' LINE RD 
RPM LINFIELD 	CT 13 	123 
BPN LISA 	DR 06 038 
BPC LISA LN 13 	1.34 
BPP LISBON LN 
BPQ LLOYD DR 
RPR LOCGEPOLE DR 12 085 
CPS '1.0U_LN 12 	053 
BPT 'LOMA 	CT 1.2 	116 
BPU LONDON CT 05 244 
BPV LONCONDERRY DR 12 	107 
8PW LONGLEAF DR 13 	111  
BPX LONGVIEW CT C6 036 
BP), LOOKOUT DR 13 	0.1.8 
BPL LORI 	CT 12 209 
BOA LORRAINE PL 13 049 
909 LOTTIE 	PL 13 	039 
BQC LOUIS. XIV 	LN 13 070 
BQD LOVEJOY DR 06 157 
BQE LOVEJOY RD 06 157 
BOF LOWELL CR 12 	108 
BOG LOWERWCOD CT 12 	106 
BOH LOWERwCOD LN 12 	106 
1301 LU 	LN 13 	172 
BOJ LUCAN CT 13 	181 
BOK LUCAN WAY 13  
BQL LUKE DR 12 	149 
BOM LUNA ST 13 045 
DER LUNDY CT 13 	212 
DFR LUNCY LANE 13 	212 
BON LUNSFORD DR 12 234 
BOO LYLE DR 
11- BOP LYNCALE CIR 13 079 
BOO LYNN CT 12 	139 
BOR LYNN CALE LN 12 	115 
BOS LYNN OR 13 	059 
BOU LYNNwCOD 	DR CP 13 	039 
BOV LYNNwC00 DR RV 13 	113 
BOT LYNwc0C CT 
1 .3 ...1 .1 .
4 
- 
BOW LYNWOOD PL 13 	L44 
BOX MACCOx RD 12 	148 
BOY MADISON 	ST 13 079 
80Z MAGNOLIA 	AVE 12 	173 
CL AYTO N 	COUNTY 	SCHOOL 	SYSTEM 
DATE 2/23/78 	 ALPHABETIC STREET LISTING PAGE 	23 
PRA 	MAGNOLIA DR 	 13 239 r- 7 :.' 
PRA MAGNOLIA LN 13 016 . .7 . 
BRE 	MA IN ST 	CP 	13 073 E83", 
ARC MAIN ST FP 13 045 	'q,-7_1 
FRC 	MAIN, ST 	JB 	13 240 5-770 
ARE MAIN ST RV 13 151 :-.4-.' 
FRC 	MAJESTY LN 	 13 144 LiLo 440 
BRH mAL I BU CT 12 145 4c:;& 	 
AR I 	MAL IBU DR 	 12 145 4c. t..L•J 
RRJ MALLARD CIR 12 239 ::- -'r' 
9RK 	MALLARD CT 	 06 098 .(, ,17 - 
BRL MALLARD DR 	06 098 	7- 
DES 	MANDARIN CT 	 06 002 0 - '7 
CET 	MANDARIN  DR 	C6 031 r.,  
BRM 	MANGO CT 	 13 017 -.5IC: 
	 ERN MANOR WAY    13 143 '=; -:; :70  
PRO 	MANSE DR 	 13 047 3 Lii, fl 
BRP MAPLE AVE  	12 173 • -7 .E.c.: 
ERR 	MAPLE DR 	FP 	13 049 3==T-3 
BRQ MAPLE OR  	RV 13 234 S ,-2.4r),  
BRS 	MAPLE GROVE CT 12 107 ': ;.--.-,: 
ART MAPLE GROVE DR 	12 107 	  
BRU 	MAPLE ST 	 13 216 S --.'_;:a 
BRV 	MAPLE  ST  	13 175  7d %0  
BRW 	MAPLE VALLEY WAY 05 207 eD--7 6 
BRX MARABOU LN 	 13  204 .Tc7. ,-/0  
BRY 	MARCHMAN LAKE RD 	12 206 ,-;17.(7 
	 ERZ 	MARGARET CIR 13 103 -i- :-.c. 
BSA 	MARIE CT 	 12 107 	:.7-7 
ASP  MARIE ST 13  049 ---= ci=:',____ 
ESC 	MARK SINCLAIR RD 	05 175 Tim! 
BED MARK TR 	 13 134 415 
DEU 	MARKET PL 13 145 	i ''..'',., 
BEE MARLBOROUGH DR 	13 237 LT1 ,r7,,,'  
PSF 	MARLETTE LN 	 13 2165 :,:-:, 
BEG MARSH CT 	 05 234 81 ,10  
ASH 	MARSH R0 05 234 EIC) 
	BSI 	MARTHA OR 	13  113 "!.-;'—'- 
BSJ 	MARTHA ST 	 13 075 37.,, 
ASK MARY CT 13 172 ti ...=:....) 
DOR 	MARY DRIVE 	 12 210 .,::7' 
	BSL - MASSACHUSETTS AD 	1.3 059 :-. - :-7!  
ASM 	MAYFAIR CIR 	 13 178 
ESN MAYO CR 13 150.45---0.0 
ASO 	MCDCNOUGH RC 	 99 999 .4-mi— 	— 
BSP 	MCDCNOUGH ST   13 240 t= lg-C,  
ASO 	MCELROY DR 	 13 183 '7 -:°-? ' ---' 
RSR MCFERRIN CIA 13 140 ;7,-- 
ASS 	MGFERR IN PL 	 13'141 '11 i^, IL'' 
AST MEADOW CR 13 017 ;720  
FSU 	MEACOW WAY 	 12 114 /-.:- 7 
	ESV mF ADO -WA -ROOK LN  	12 111  '-,-1? -7 7 	 
BSW 	MFADOwCREEK LN 	06 036 7,'_- 
0- 
	 _ 	 T 0 N _C 0 U N T_Y 	SH 0 0 L. 	_S_Y SI E 





      
      
BSX 	MEADOWLARK LN 	 1.3 205 7:-' 7.7,- 0 
6SY .. N1F 44,COWS CT 	 13 _182_ 	- --- :-%  
RS/ 	MEACOWS DR 13 182 • ,D 
CT 	 1L 152 	-t- -  
,TEVT 	MEACOWV I EW RD 12 152 ''-',, 
RTC MADr.) I_N A DR   12  086 - - 7 -:  
BID 	MELANDRE DR 	 1.2 116 • 1,;- (7 
DEV _ l',IELANIE CT 	12_ 01.1. 
PTE 	MELROSE DR 	 13 111  
	 BTF MELROY CT  13 1_68 / 5c  
BIG 	MEMORIAL AVE 	 1.3 241. ..-'e- tp 
6TH MENLO PARK OR 	12 119 . 1. 3.''D  
BIT 	MENLO WAY 	 12 119  
	FiTJ MERCER CT 	06 001 6 )fn  
BTK 	MERCER DR 	 06 001.  
	QE1Ai____ MER,UANTS WAY 	 17 117 ' •.--'.--)  
OIL 	MERIDIAN DR 13 235  
	BTM MERLIN WAY 	_1_3 184  
BIN 	METCALF RD 	 12 177 .— 
BTP - PIICDLEBRK OR FP 	13 078 -..71c  
RT0 	mIcCLERRK DR JB 13 207 (77 rC 
RIO MILAN DR 	  13 055 
BTR 	MILL RD 12 042  
RTS MILL ST 	JB 	 1.3 241  
FiTT 	MILL ST 	, RV 12 153 
RTU MIMCSA DR 13 079  
RTV 	MIMOSA ST 	 13 151 1: '',"7-6 
61W MINNOW RD 12 154 
SIX 	miRROR LAKE PL 	 13 044 '. '.... 
	RTY MITCHELL RD   12 	216  
BTZ 	MITCHELL ST 	 13 048  
BUA MILE RD 	13 118  
BUD' 	MOCKINGBIRD CT 	 13 179 .'!••••,:' -..1, \ 
	BUC MOCKINGBIRD TR 	13 180  
BUD 	moNARCH CT 	 13 186 1 , ,.?-':-) 
SUE MONARCH DR 	1.3 186 ;--;: --:0  
BUF 	MONICA DR 	 99 999 *- 
, 	 BUG MONICA WAY 12 117 /: -, c,  
P--- 	- 	 BUN 	MONTCLAIR DR 	 13 048 ,_•7 ',.--; 
	BUT mONTEGO DIP, 13 205  
BUJ 	MONTEGO CT 	 13 205 7: 
BUK MONTEREY CT 12 145 L.,---(--Q 	 
BUL 	MONTEREY DR 	 12 145  
RUM MOORE AVE 	13 051 _ -.111C  
BUN 	MOORE ST 	 12 017 
k_ 	 BUD  	MOIR ANT DR 	12 054 riE4!)  
Bur, 	MORNING COVE P 	 13 147 hr- -?"7n, 
BUO. MORRIS CT 	 13.150 	 
BUR 	MORRIS DR 13 155  
1 BUS MORRIS ST 	 13 012 .-1 .;-0  
RUT 	MORROW COVE 13 113  
P U U MORROW IND  BLVD 	13 145 LI L C  





BUX 	MT CARME 	D L R_ 
RUY MT VIEW DR 























MT 	ZION CIR 




MUNDY'S 	MILL -RD 


































NATIONAL CLNY DR 
13 
13 
114 1 P1{-' 
174 473C 
-- - - ft-_-_, 	BVN 
BVO 

















- •NELE 	CT 
13 
13 
111 	L41 1-C, 	• 
184 L-M.-7. - 
RVS 
RVT 
NEW HAVEN DR 




081 CI 	24.9 
BVU 
BVV 
NEW HOPE RC 
 NEWBERRY CT 
05 
1.3 
Ill ,q1q 6? 






NITE LATCH CT 








123 1./3q0 	. 
065 (0695- C-1 
035 	qqeiq 




















 NORMAN DR 













NORTH AVE 	FP 











NORTH AVE 	MV 





NORTH CARTER DR 
NORTH CHERYL 	DR 
178 5:07° 
146 	//- c-, 
DOD 
BW O 
NORTH LEE ST 
NORTH 	LK 	DR 	FP 
	
. NORTH LK 	CR JB 
















NORTH MAIN ST 
NORTH OAK ST 
210  
050 	: (::- 	,...- 
D E Y NORTH SHORE CR 012 	c .:;-fC 
25_ 'ATE 
208 E,.: e 0 
014 --f1G- 0  
173 / 7 -3 F./.‘ 
137  
240 ,:' :ID o 
204  ,;, ;Q 
204 
240 
    
    
    
    
234 .f:: -_,/: Li() 
    
216 53 -?.:(1) 
240..:•:..)'•:0 
050 3s/3 
175 -•/7.-_-; C 
175 	 
021 	-?. - :/0 




021 	;L::.;(.  
116 //c,0 
116 ,;‘c2 
144 5/ .-"--'rCj 
240 
081 
187 '- 70 
174 





081 '-fq 47,1 
111 
236 	1 7 (--' 
240 24,q5_6! 
142 
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BwR 	NORTH ST 	 13 012 
ewS _ NoRTH wES T cR 	.13 00_6 ::-- 
BWT 	NORTHCREST OR C5 247 
9,Wu Nn R_LELELEA- D _C.L ]L__9. 14 
 9Wv 
Bww 



































NORTHF IELD CR 	12 
NORTHvIEw DR 13 
NORTHWEST 	ST 	 13 
NORTHWEST STREET 	13 
NORWALK CT 	 05 
NOTT INGHAM RC 	'13 
NUL AN CT 	 13 
NUL AN WAY 13 
00 HARA 	DR 	 13 
0, HARA RD 13 
OAK AVE 	 12 
OAK CHASE LN 	 13 
OAK 	CIR 	CY 	12 
OAK 	C IR FP 12 
OAK CT 	 12 
OAK 	CR CY 	12 
OAK 0R 	 RV 13 
 OAK 	LN 13 
OAK 	LN 	 12. 
OAK 	ST FP 	13 
OAK 	ST 	 JB 13 
OAK 	ST LC 	12 
OAK 	ST 	 MV 13 
OAK ST RV 	12 
OAK VALLEY 	DR 	 13 
OAK _VIEW CIRCLE 12 
OAKDALE DR 	 13 
OAKFUREST 	DR 13 
OAKHURST CT 12 
OAKHURST DR 	 12 
OAKRIDGE DR 12 
OAKVIEW DR 	 12 
OAKwCOD DR 13 
OCEE DR 13 
OGLETHORPE SQ 13 
OLD CONLEY RD 1.3 
OLD DIXIE 	HWY 99 
OLD 	DIXIE 	RD 99 
OLD JONESBORO RD 13 
OLD MACON HWY 	 12 
OLD MORROW RC 12 
OLD MT 	ZION RD 	12 
OLD 	POST 	RD 	 05 
OLD POSTON ROAD 	05 
OLD REX MORRW RD 12 
OLD 	RIVERCLE 	RD 	13  
B OLD ROCK CUT RC 12 
OLD RCuNTREE RD 
 
13 
OLD SOUTH CT 12 
149 
047  
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OLD SOUTH DR 
. 	OLD 	SOUTH LN 
OLD STCKBRDGE 









12 	213 	c21Z 
13 	071 
13 148 	syt-Ic 
12 246 
12 	109 	/'c- 
BYO OLIVET CT 13 	167 	4;,7--7 
BYV OMAHA CT 1? 020 
BYW OMEGA CT 05 175 cf•e5---' — 
8Yx OMEGO COVE 13__ 142 	ii4,20 
BYY ONTARIO AVE 12 	175 	/750 
BY Z OPAL ST 13 	182 	t-a-20 
RZA ORCHARD PL 12 	177 	17ob0 
RIB ORCHARD RD 12242__q10 
RZC ORIOLE 	DR 13 	213 	5/.20 
BZD ORIOLE TR 13 204 SeigC: 
RZE ORME ST 13 
BZG ORR RD FP 13 086 4407o 
BZF ORR RC JB 06 	064 	5.'37 c7 
BZH OTIS CAMP RD 12 080 0 790 
RZI OVERLOOK CT 05 247 
BZJ OVERMEYER WAY 13 053 	37 c 
BZK OVIS CT 13 	180 	Li ri 
BZL OVIS 	LN 13 	179 
BZM OWEN DR 13 047  
BUN OXFORD CT 13 	238 
R70 OXFORD DR 12 	143 	/ -4.c 
RZP PADCINGTON TR 12 	136 	L3c,c 
BZQ PAGE CT 12 077 o77 " 
BR PALMETTO WAY 13 	205 	(-1 So 
BZS PAM PL 12 	086 0?&c: 
RZT PAMELA DR 12 	151 	/3C, e, 
BZU PANHANDLE RD JB 06 097 qqqg 
BZV PANHANDLE RC JB 05 04L ?_ 
BZW PANOLA DR 12 	183 	.2. 0 /-c7 
BD( PANOLA RD 12 	183 	qq- ci 
BUY PANTHER CT 12 	107 	/ c70 
9,1Z PARADISE AVE 12 174 	/730 
CAA PARAMORE RD 06 	03? 	<=7 0 3 
CAB PARK AVE 12 205 
CAC PARK 	AVE 12 	089 	• 
CAD PARK AVE 13 050 
CAE PARK CT 13 	115 
CAF PARK CR FP 13 	115 
CAG PARK 	CR JR 13 	178  
CAH PARK 	RC 12 	153 	(op _1j 
CAI PARK VILLA WAY 13 	247 ? 
CAJ PARKAIRE 	CIR 05 242 	? 
DEA PARKER—PR 06 132 767c 
CAK PARKSIDE 	DR 13 247 
CAL PARKWOOD WAY 13 	147 	4%q71 










•- ••••''PARR IS 	ST 
P AS A_DENA 	,T 
STREET L ISTING 
05 246 
13 ... 148 	,Lc s) 
13 	051 	'::: "! 0;1. 
11 	1 . 43 	41- i--,?, ,•-/ 
PATRICIA 	OR 
PATRIC I A DR 
FP 
mw 
13 	082 	3 9- z- ° 
1? 146 jlf6O 
CAR PATTIE 	CT 12 	150 	1 5 ° (33 
CAS PATTON CT 13 	175 "75_0_ 
CAT PATTON RD 13 	175 	'/750 
CAU PAUL CT 13 	182 -'o 
CAV PAUL ST 13 	182 	' -:7.,,':0 
CAW PAULA CT 12 	119 	-:. '"?i) 
CAX PAXTON PL 13 235 	5.2.'" 
CAY PEACHTREE CT 13 245 	S4 So 
CAZ PEACHTREE 	DR 13 	245 	';`iscp 
C84 PEACHTREE LN 13 245 	G '150 
CBB PEACOCK BLVD 12 	115 1 ' '-'-° 
CDV PEARTREE COURT 13 	245 	,!, ' -`_::—C) 
CRC PEARTREE 	LN 13 	245 	S c" -\ -',.--- —u 
CBD PEARTREE TERR 13 	245 	-- ' 	-3 
CBE PEGGY 	SUE LN • 12 	085 	91J`'1 
CRF PEL ICAN 	CT 13 	149 	i7" -C7!) 
CBG PEMBRCOK CT 13 	205 	'3 C - ,, C),_. 
GBH PEMROCK CT 13 	148 1-1W (I''' 
CBI • PENLAND 	CT 13 	185 (1,-,'Ef'S C-41. 	• 
CBJ PENLAND DR 13 	185 4.!TC" 
CBK PENNELL DR 12 	144 !! 30 
Ce... PENNEY RD 13 	076 	,7'--7 '17 
C81`,1 PENNSATT 	CT - 05 	176 ''' ',:'
1-- -CR 	....___  PERK INS DR 13 078 3 7 '90_1_ 
C80 pERRYV ILL E CT 13 	242 	--:"-- 	:".`•`--- L' 
C8P PERSH ING WAY 12 	115 1! 5o 
CBQ PHARR AVE 13 	209 	_'...-093 
CRR PHEASANT DR 06 	C98 	4-! cli 
CBS PHEASANT 	LN 13 	213 	-= 1 -4. 3 
CBT PHILLIPS 	CIR 13 	081 	4//:, 0 
CBU PHILLIPS 	DR 13 081 67099 
CBV _ PHOENIX 	BLVD 13 	071 	.:7 1 0 
COW P I CAC I LLY 	CT 13 	212 -!: -7 i U 
COX P IMA CT 12 	020 	,T1.:: n 
COY P I MA 	LN 12 020 --' 
CBZ PINE 	AVE 12 	173 	:'7410 
CCA PINE 	CIR CY 12 	240 	-.7-!-'7o 
CCC_ PINE CIR EW 12 	213 .;H:','0 
CCB P INF 	CIR JB 13 	240 ,S'i ID 
CCO PINE CREEK RD 13 	113 ; 	-.- 5`7) 
GCE PINE CT 12 	239 	:.• -(,q6 
CCF PINE 	DALE 	DR 12 . 209 	.,.701ta 
CCH PINE 	DR CP 13 	089 	3'-:100 
CCG PINE CR FP 13 048 	20Y0 
CC! 0 INE MOUNTAIN DR 13 	112 	/1/;(.1 
CCJ PINE NEEDLE_LN 05 	082 	a';"? 27 
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..pINE 	RD 13 183 
PINE RIDGE 	DR 13 734 
PINE 	RIDGE 	°L  13 082  
PINE 	RIDGE 	RD 13 083 	'f2,47fiq 
PINE  
PINE 	ST 	JB 13 175 	q750 
PINE ST MV 13 021 
PINE 	TREE 	LN 12 154 	/54c 
PINE TREE 	ST 13 053 	.37:,,o 
PINE VIEW 	DR 13 079 	379 0 
PINE VIEW 	TERR 13 120  
PINE VLLY DR 	FP 13 047 	3147o 
PINE VLLY DR MW 12115 I/50 
PINECREST 	COVE 13 113 L41 -4 	-'-'-- 
PINECREST 	DR 	CP 13 006 3000 
PINECREST 	DR FP 13 113 li t ?,L., 
PINECREST 	DR 	MW 12 115 	ciSITL____ 
PINECREST DR RV 13 139  
PINEGLEN COVE 13 1141113 
PINEGLEN CT' 104 	T 13 
PINEGLEN 	DR 	FP 13 113 	1-1`- :_i'• 
PINEGLEN DR RV 13 104 
PINEGROVE RD 13 118 	1--ii - 
PINEHURST 	DR 13 021 a:Z.70 
PINEVIEW LN 13 247 
PINTAIL 	CT 06 127 	&q/C3 
PINTAIL 	°L 06 098 	tqlc 
PINTAIL 	RD 06 098 !,,-'7c 
PINTO TR 06 030 	4,3or' 
PIXLEY 	DR 13 120 	IA.Toc 
PLANT 	ST 13 241 	59•,, C) 
PLANTATION DR 12 054 
PLAZA  DR 13 054 	35Lt'0 
PLEASANT 	VLY 	DR 12 115 	050 
PLOVER PL 06 098 
PLOVER RD 06 098  
PLUNTREE OR 13 245 ,T7- -;;-2 
POCO CT 05 176  
POINTE SOUTH PKY 13 247 	54/70 
PONCEROSA 	'K DR 13 112 	LIL' - ' ; 
PONDEROSA PL 13  
POPLAR SPRNGS RD 13 119 	l' 
POPLAR ST 12 173 	/130 • 
PORT 	A 	PRINCE 	CT 13 143 	4-t, 
PORT. A 	PRINCE 	DR 13 143 
PORT ROYAL CT 06 065  
PORTER LN 06'001 
1 	• 0 
co/ 	• 
POST OAK RD 05 235 3  
POSTON 	RO- 06 032 WO 
POWERS ST 13 170  
PRATHER 	DR 17 015 (;,c)•.,c.) 
PRESTIGE 	SO 12 141 /400 
CLAYTON 	_C_OUNTY 	SCHO . OL _SY_STEm  




PRESTIGE 	VLY 	CT 
PRESTIGE 	VLY 	RD 
PRESTON DR 
PR IYROSP 	1_1,1 
12 	141 	Pk't3 
 12 	140 	/(/'-7 0 
12 086 	Sc 
13 	1 1 _7. 	1•1_141,7. (-7 
CEP PRINCE GEORGE 	CR 13 	135 11-J -J i--" 
PRINCESS 	CR 	. _13 	216 
CER PRINCESS 	PL 13 	185 	L.';70 
CPS PRISCILLA 	CT_____ 12 	1_1i3 	-70,3)0 
CET PRISCILLA 	WAY 12 	118  
CEU PRUETT 	ST 05 236 	2:?-7—n 
CEV PUCKETT 	ST 13. 046 3 443o 
CEW PUEBLO DR 06 030  
CEX ON ELIZAPETH WAY 1.3 	144 	Li t/iVo 
CEY QUAIL HUNT DR 13 	153  
CEZ QUEEN ALIESE LN 13 174 	,1 / " 
CFA QUEEN HELEN LN 13 	1,74  
CFR QUEENS 	CT 13 	135 '-t4 
CFC QUEENS DR 13 237  
CFD QUINN ST 13 	020 	3/9c.-• 
CFO RABUN RD 12 	117 	//70. 
CFF RADFORD CT 13 	123 	4',..7 3 
CEG RACFORD DR 13 	123  
CFH RAILROAD ST 	EW 12 	183 	,,Itc:440 
CFI 	• RAILROAD ST LJ 06 	157 	.7f-; 71 
CFJ RAINTREE DR 05 235 C234 V 
CFK RALEIGH CT 13 	174 4/73c0 
.CF - L RALIEGH CT 13 174 "7° 
CFm RALLY CT 12 	1.54 j_5 ,10 
CFN RAMRO CT 13 148 417 -z- 7' 
CPO RAND RD 12 	045 	4-.) E.- cf c 
CFP RANDALL MARK DR 12 	115 	i/s- c 
CFO RANCY CT 12 	150 	;500 
CFR RANCY LN 12 	139 	/Soo 
CFS RATON CT 13 	237'4—o 
CET RAVEN CT 05 234 0 
CFU RAVEN CR   _ 05 247 di O 
CFV RAVENEL RD 12 	240 	0'2,10 
CFW RAY ST 13 	172 
C F X RAYMOND ST 12 	048. 	sozi .0 
CFY RECTOR DR 12 104 Log __0 
c•Ez RED 	BRIAR 	WAY 06 	001 ' 	43 ,310 
CG A _....__...• 	_ RFC, 	MAPL E 	CT _ 12 	107 0 S,SCI 
CG13 RED MAPLE DR 12 	107  
CGC RED MAPLE WAY 12 107 	ogGc 
COG RECMOND 	ST 13 	020  
CGE REDWOOD CT 13 	111 	3?;•,-.) 
CGF REDWCOC DR 13 239  
COG REEVES 	DR 12.047 	°Sop_ 
CGii REEVES 	RD 12 074 	Cilo 
Ci; I ___...._- REGENCY PL 13 	186 11(V).63 
CGJ REGENTS CT 06 12 7' 7:36, u 
CGK RE INCSA WAY 12 	018 	Or:'' 
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RHETT 	BUTLER  
RHONDA 	DR 06 026 
RICHARD RD 12 209 47:0 
R ICHLO CT 13 082 30 
RICHmOND CT 13 174 1/730 
RICHMOND CT 13 174 4/ 7 ?-) 
RICKENBACKER CIR 12 114  
RICKETTS 	DR 04 243  
RIDGE 	AVE 13 207  
RIDGE CT 13 140  
RIDGE CR 12 089 7 
RIDGE 	DR 13 048 .V340 
R IDGE 	TR 13 140 i/400 
RIDGECREST DR 13 045 3 ° 
RIDGECREST 	DR CP 13 073 
RIDGECREST OR RV 13 139  
RIDGECREST TERR 13 045 3 ,1'50 
RIDGEWOOD CT 13 114  
RIDGEWOOD DR 12 209 .ze-i9r 
RIVER RD 	RV 13 139 -:0 . 
RIVER RD RV 13 147 4„/=7/70 
RIVER ROAD CT 13 147  
RIVER 	RUN 	RD 13 118 , 	, 	,_.: 	• 
. 	RIVERDALE 	RD 99 999 """-•`2• -- 
RIVIERA 'LN 13 216 533c 
ROB ROY LN 12 239  
ROBERT 	E LEE PKY 1.3 242 .5 4-ri- (-7 
ROBERTS DR 13 151 VeSt) 
ROBERTS RD 05 243  
ROBERTS 	ST 	JB 1.3 240 cli' ,', 
ROBERTS 	ST MV 13 013 -3;- 00 
ROBERTSON RD 1. 209 g 1 t 0 
ROBIN CT 13 213 5!4c3 
ROBIN LANE 13 047 ? 	• 
ROBIN 	PL 13 059 3S9c, 
ROB IN RD 13 018 3L17' 
ROBINSON AVE 13 012 ilaj:. 
ROBINSON RD 12 182 rs';,' t•-‘ 
ROCK CUT ?L • 	12 243 ,;,3c7c 
ROCK CUT RD 12 240 ci, c/r-Fcl 	. 
ROCK HILL 	OR 13 086 qqa9 
ROCK SPRINGS ST 13 017 . 2,--, 
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  ROCKFORD CT 	 13123  
ROCKING 	TERR 12 	238 	-.1 :2:4.;27 
ROCKLANE-- 	DR 	 12 	238 	.-:39:-; 
ROGERS 	AVE 13 	209  
RONNIE 	DR 	 12 	150 	1.5‹: 
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or- CI U ROY HU I E DR 13 139 ' ) 
CIV ROY 	HU IE RD 13 139 4/ 
C I W ROYAL 	CR 13 117 
CI X ROYAL CR 13 044 
PP 	 C I Y ROYCE DR 13 237 
C 	Z ROYSTON ST 12 017 0/70 
CJA RUBY LN 13 047 3460 
CJ8 RUOY . CT 05 .2i 
CJC RUNLET 	WAY 12 119 ;_ c:0 
CJO RU_aHPCRE PL 13 01.8 3I50 
CJE RUSK IN 	CR 1.3 015 -3S- 
CJF RYAN RD 12 209 ;; iJO 
--DC I • S 	MAIN 	ST 12 032 ? 
CJG S 	P ARKWUOD DR 13 048 
CJH SACCLEMONT CT 12 154 15 410 
CJI SACCLEWOOD DR 05 247 17 - 2:110 
CJJ SALEM 	PL 13 184 Vg.rei 
CJK SALINA CR 12 018 ;7,7 
CJL SAN JOSE TR 12 018 
CM SANJUPAN ST 1_3 114 
CJN SANCERLI4G LN 06 098 ;, -7 -79 
CJO SANDERS DR 13 08C Tf: 
CJP SANDERS 	RD 1.3 080 2 
CJQ SANDERS WAY 13 080 00 
CJR SANCHURST DR 13 083 
CJS SANDPIPER 	CT 06 098  
CJT SANDPIPER 	PL 06 098 f7. 
CJU SANDPIPER RC 06 098  
CJV SANDY CREEK 	DR 13 150 z% 
CJW SANTA pAR8ARA DR 13 142 
CJX SANTA MARIA CT 12 018 
CJY SARGENT 	ST 13 049 lD 
CJZ. SAVANNAH SO 13 174 14 730 
CKA SAWMILL 	RD 05 142 5)' iO 
C1-01 SAXTCN CT 13 237 
CKC__ SCARLETT DR 13 209 C 
cKn SCARSDALE 	DR 1.3 140 
CK•F SCHOOL LN 13 080 oO 
CKF SCHOOL 	PL 13 079 "f. 	0 
CKG scnPy 	CT 13 237 •:-.7 -!,70 
CKH SCOTT 	BLVD 13 019 3 'o 
CK I  SCOTT CR 13 016 
CKJ SCOTT 	RC FP 1.3 015 
CKK SCOTT 	RD RV 13 184 
CKL SEAORN PL 13 072 
PA_CLE___3 



















13 	179 t) 
1.3 	006 
1 ,, 	078 
13 	205 
12 	053 	77,7rC 
13 	239 
12 	213 
06 	030 	S-3 
11- CKU SENECA CT 13 	187 1-187 - 
CKV SEQUOIA DR 13 	081 
DFI SEVEN OAKS 	DRIVE 12 012 	oaie 
CKW SHADOW WOOD DR 13 207 	So-ro 
CKX SHADY 	LANE 	CIR 13 	110 	ci-f 57, 
qky___ SHADY LANE WAY 12 240_V0 =; L:) 
CKZ SHADY LN 13 	110 41Sc 
CLA SHAMROCK COVE 12 	141 
DEB SHAMROCK RD 06 	069 	“=71C-, 
CLB SHANGRILA 	CIR 13 	168 	l7fti- '2.- 
CLC SHANGRILA TR 13 	168 Lc c 
CLD SHANGRILA 	WAY 13 	1.5.3  
CLE SHAN;NON CIR C6 	130 	'::LL,4L 
CLF SHANNON LN C6 	130 'rcf) 
CLO SHARON 	DR 13 	216 
CLH SHARON ST 13 	079. 	3 -7 9 0 
CLI SHARPSE.URG CT 13 	242 	. 1,1L 7N-1, 
CLJ SHAWNEE DR 12 	020 fcro 
0- CLK SHEFFIELD 	PL 13 072 	7 
CLL SHEILCCREST WAY 13 	016 	::(Go 
CLM SHELHURN OR 13 	117 0 
CLN SHELLNUT 	DR 13 082 
It- CLC SHELLY LN 12 	139 	/Sow 
CLP SHEPPARD DR 12 239 
CLO SHERIDAN 	DR 12 	015 	0 / 6- 
CLR SHERMAN RD 12 051 q9T7 
CLS SHERRY LN 06 002 	(c3e 
--CUD SHERWOOD CIR 13 q39 
CLV SHERWOOD CIR 	CP 13 	039 	3.7,%.D 
CLT SHERWOOD CIR FP 13 	111 
CLX SHERWOOD DR 	JB 13 	175 	i/730 
CLW SHERWOOD DR RV 13 	150 4-(5-Cr7 
r LY SHERYL AVE 13 	072 	? 
I- CLZ SHILOH CT 13 	242 .7.Z7 
CMA SHILCH RD 06 	160 	7 ?.o0 
CMB SHIRLEY 	CT 13 112 	W20 
CmC SHOAL 	CREEK CT 12 	087 	05
.7=', 
CMC SHOREHAM DR 13 072 	3 -7 .2O 
E SHORTLEAF DR 13 	113 
CMF 13-018 	%5°,,., 
C"-1G SILENT 	TR C6 	065 4;i7,c.- 
CMH SILVER 	MAPLE 	CT 12 	107 	o3c,-0 
CMI SILVER MAPLE DR 12 	107 °F7z,7) 
C•J SIMON BLVD 13 145_J45C 
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c•_JiL 	SIS ST 	 13 241 	5 ,4/0 
0MM SINCLAIR RI_ 	 12.117 ?....7 
OMN 	SIOUX CT 	 06 030 	'0 'cl 
c ;,in 5 1 4 cALA!--y\r ;‘; AY 	13 174 •!-.; - 7"-j  
CNP 	S IR  MA 4K CT 	 13 I74 ' 
S14 R.ICHAP.0 CT 	13 174~i- fZ . :c:17 
Cm R 	SKYLANC DR 	 13 081 310 
CMS SKyLANE DR 13, 15 Lpisil 
CMr 	SKYLARK DR 	 13 113 gape, 
CIi SKYLARK LN 1.3 212 5J.L;r7  
CMV 	SKYLINE DR 	 12 121 !:/3 
CmW SKYLINE PL 12 121_ : 1Y.9_, 
rmX SLASH PINE RD 	 13 111 -1-)(--);  
CM! 	SLATON ST 	
1.2. 238  CMY SLATE RU 
047 !'70
CNA SLEEPY HOLLOW • 	
13  
CNA 	SLCAN 0T 
 
13 247 5470 
CNC SMITH ST 	 13 241 5q/o 
CND 	SOL CT 12 149 / 4' 1.) 
CNE _SOmERTON DR 	• 	12 139 f3Th 
CNF 	scNJA CR 	 12 045 	r.f(3 
CNH _SCUT.H•AVEFP_ 	11.._07.9_ _cirri/ 
CNC,' 	SOUTH AVE 	JB 05 241 	cfz;; , 
CNI SOUTH CAY OR   06 007 
MX.) 	SCuTH CENTRAL AV 	13 012 L40 
13 17e so -7c) CNJ SOUTH CARTER DR 
CNK SOUTH CHERYL DR 12 146 pr/ 
CNL 	SOUTH CCNLEY ST 	13 906  
ry,1 SOUTH EXPRESSWAY 	09 919 , 
CNN 	SOUTH LAKE CR 12 017 Ol f-'0 
CNC SOUTH LEE ST 	 99 .999 v 
CN2 	SOUTH sT 13 973 ,4 
CNU SOUTH WEST ST 	13 012 7:S.72.10 
CNR 	SOUTHAMPTON RD 13 059 :',*Jo 	 
CNS SCUTHAvEN RD 
CNI- 	SOUTHCREST CT 	
g 204 
 4 	-;10 
CNU SOUTHERN RD 12 081 Ii76o 
CNV 	SCUTHLAIKE PKWY 	12 112 /to 
CNW SOUTHwAY DR 	 13 210 scqo 
CNx 	SPARROW CT _ 13 _212 50,o 
CNY SPAT ,1 pp 	 12 117 h7s 
CN7 	S°IVEY RD 12 _042 n.Zio 
GOA SPLIT RAIL CR 	05 2•35 4T 'J-3—  
CO'.? 	SPCCNILL RC 06 098 
COO SPPATLIN DR 	 12 117 
COD 	SPRING CR 13 216 53 -_, 0 
COF SPRING HILL DR 	13 134 z-0 
CCF 	SPRING LN 	 12 083 !i . 3 
Cu-, SPRING ST 13 24C 	-._-> 
COH 	SPRINS VALLEY DR 	13 047 
cni SPRINGDALE CR 	13 151 
COJ 	SPRINGDALE RD FP 	13 051 
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COL SPRINGFIELD 	PL 
CCM SPRINGS IDE:: 	CR 
CON SPR INV I EW 	CR 13 	110 — 
Coo_ SPR INGWC9OS 	r‹ 
COP SPP. INGWOOCS 	TERR 
• COO SPRUCE 	AVE 	_.._ 1.3 	1 .11 	'--•/ ii. 
CUR ST 	JAMES 	PL 1.3 	241. 	5 .*• ..- 
cos STAFF 	CIR    12 	212 	-2./0 a 
COT STAGECOACH RD 17 	201 k 
14 	 COU ST ANCIL 	BLVD ,...0 ''' 	038.- 
• DFJ 
DOC 
STANEPRO OK CR IVE 
STANFORD DRIVE 
13 	212 	5/vr 
12 	149 	1-:; =: .:: 
1,- COV STARK 	CT 	• 13 	149 ..z - ::: : 
COW STARR RC 12 	107 
COX STAYMAN CR 13 	149 	#$Z5•.-e 
COY STEELE RD 	FP 12 	200  
IV COZ STEELE RD LJ 06 	165  
CF.H STEEPLECHASE LN  13 	137  
CPA STEPHANIE CT 12 	045  
is-- CPP STEPHANIE LN 
12 	120 
CPC STEPHENS 	CT 12 	086 
CPC STEPHENS 	CR 1? 	086 	:-.'?:,•!' 
CPE STERLING RDGE 	CR 05 	236 lE LI--C° 
STERLING RDGE LN 05 	245 . g 
CPG STEWART 	AVE 13 	241  
CPH ST ILLWATER 	DR 13 	118 	r 1,--/ 
CPI ST I LLWOOD COVE 13 046 
4- DF1( ST IPSON LANE 13 	121 t. : ?C) 2 
DEL ST ItASON 	WAY 13 	121 t; ? 
CPJ STNWL JACKSON DR 13 	242  
CPI< STOCKBRIDGE 	RD 12 	017 	qq9z-i 
CPL STONE CT 12 	1.07 	1-07=, 
CPm STONE MTN VW 	DR 13 	045 
CPN STCNE TERR 12 	113 
V CPO STONE WAY 1.2 	1.13 
CPP STONEHAM CT 13 	072 	3: .;_ 
CRO STCNER LOGE 	CT 13 	140: 	.: 
CPR STCNEYBROOK RD 13 	017 	1,--'7- ,-,t.-- 
CPS STRAFED 	ARMS 	CIR 17 	11.5 
•
CPT STRAFED ARMS CT 12 	143 	.if.- z-•- 
CPU STRATFC ARKS DR 12 	115 	i -•---::' :: 
P-- - 	 - - 	 - 	 - CPV STRATFORD LN 1? 	117 7 ■ 	.._ 
CPW STRATHMOOR WAY 13 	143  
CPX STRATTON CIR 12 	108 	---,, 
CPY STREAM 	CT ',' 13 	187Y 
t._ CPZ SULLIVAN 	RD  13 	056 	.- 
CDA SULTAN LN 1.3 	1.86 	/-1b) 
COB SUPNIE RCHASE 	OR  V 	%:- 05 	247 .3 '-, 
COG SUIT 	LN 13 	216 	S:-.;'.. t 
COD SU7`."1-, ' I T 	ST  13 	050 	...3.5,,o_.. 
CDE Slirl 	nTAL 	ST 05 	176 	c-77.6 
COF SL.Lv 	VALLEY 	CT .... 13 	172 I-Pr:7  
COG SUN VALLEY WAY 13 	172  
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COI 	SLI"!‘1Y-',RC0K CT. 	 06 001:.7:...!. /C . .. 
Cc:3K 	. SUNSET DR 	 .. 05 234 ..._ s- 3I:i 
i .?. 148 L-71 	C C..1. SUNRISF CI":.?, 
COL 	SUNSET HILLS 60 	12 104  
Oct.,'  .. .SUNSET VLY C IR 12 104 	i 0 q C 
CQN 	SUNSET 'e,AY 	 12 146 l 4 0 
.CqC SURRY LN 12 078 .  
COP 	SUSSEX DR 	 1.3 238S-2,7 "' 
+ 	 cr_", C N CR 13 235  
C0R 	SUWANNEE CT 	 12 053 O4' 
COS 	. 	. SUZANNE . W AY . 	 .13_ 0 .5 . 8 . a 590 
COT SWAMP CREEK DR 05 239 10(3 
e 	 CCU 	SWAN CT 	 13 134  
CCV SWEETER I AR LN 	 13 016 -3/(.6 
	.._ 	. 	CQ`Y; 	SWEETBR 1 AR lei AY  
W. COX SYCAMORE CIR 	 13 082 3e 3o  
COY 	SYLVIA DR 	 13 110 4/1 00 
COZ T APAGO. TR 13 143  
CRA 	T.A.PCR AVE 	 12 140 1',2c.0 . _ 
80 . 	 r ALMADGE RD 	 06 164 7s7,r., 
12 140 iY00 CRB TASCR CT 
CRC TAMARACK TR 13 112 
IV-- -
13 168 4.± ._,-,-- --_...,.) DEC 	T ANTARK . COURT 
ORE TAMORA LN 	 13 205  
CRF 	TANGLEWOOD LN 	 1.3 046  
CRF 	TANNER RD  	
13 209 ji:.•:-..' 4 0 
13 038 	 0 
CRC, T ANCLE!,,;00D RD 
CR I TANNERS CHRCH RD 	12 236  
CRJ 	TARA 5LVD 	 99 999  
CRK TR 13 014 15D 
0- 	 CRL 	
A.n DR 
TAR A R C 	 13 208 fe-, -.'0 
TARA RD . JB 	05 146 
CRN 	TARA TR 	 99  
1.1 182 -'? .E..2.3 CRC TAYLUR Cr 
CRP 	TAYLOR RD 	 99 999 .--,– 
CRC TEAL CT 
 
06 002 '..f• O .) c_.) 
CRR 	TEL LN 	 06 002 
I - 	 CRS TEAL ?L 06 00?  
C.-,R1 	TEAL TR 	 06 002 	•- 7 --; '7 
CRU TENT VALLEY DR 	 1.3 134 '4":;- .S; 
C,RV 	TERRACE PKWY .12 117 	7 




CRY TERRY CT 	 13 172 !:r i. --7-r 
CS 	Tr flA 	7\'''.it_Vr 	
1.? 1.41 
1? 054 	-'''.'.--;',iD _ CAZ 	TUCN CT  
f. CA 
13 _209 So-30 
CSC THr::APTP. DR 13 017 2. olt.," 
I- 	 CSC) 	THIRD, ST 	 13 078 .37F0 
CSE THOS CR 1.3 US 
CSF 	TLIC:':AS RD 	 32 999 .(-- 
CSC THC:' .'P37.,' ..; 1 . l_ VD 1? 148 
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13 	123  
99 999 
06 	001 	',,- 
06 . 030' 
CSL THRAILKILL 	RD 12 050 	c57- 7 
CSM THRASHER CT 06 098 	t- 
CSN THRASHER RD 06 098 	(...,?: 
CSC THURMAN RD 13 016 	3/"_., 
CSP TICE 	CT 06 065 	4' 0 -5--/ 
CSQ TIFFANY 	LN 12 077 	-=* -7-7 c 
CSR TIFFANY 	TR 13 140 4.- 
CSS TILCEN 	AVE 12 015 	ovE:c3. 
CST TIMBER CT 13 187 
OF0 TIPPER 	LAKE 	DR 13 248 533c 
CSU TIMeEREOGE 	CT 13 234 	53 ,40 
CSV TIMFERLANDTR 13 204 	L/'/O 
CSW TINA 	LN 1? 137 	/3s. 
CSX TIPTM1 CT 13 179  
CSY TIPTON 	DR 13 179  
CS 7 TODIWAY CT 06 065  
CIA TOP TREE CT 06 065 	(49 t".- t•- • 
cr3 TOWHEE CT 06 098 	6:“-779____ 
CTC TrWNGATE 	BLVD 05 242  
CTD TOWNSEND ,AAy 1 3 121  
GTE TRAHYLTA 	TERR 12 176 	3:::10 
GTE TRAIL 	CT 05 235 -: 
CTG TRAILCCD DR 13 234 	Glq .:1 
0TH TPAPMELRD 1_2 1.47 	/../c0 
Cu TRAYYEL 	ST 1.3 021 .577,1C 
CTJ TRAVER DR 12 . 140 	1=/fe_ 
CTK TREASURE 	DR 13 21.6 
CTL TRENTON CT 13 123 linf Li 
Cl- TSLI 	TR 	- 12 176 	"fv(:. 
CTN TOPEWAYDR_ 13 076 	7 7::.,' 
CTC TUCKER RD 13 212 	_vie 
CT? TUDOR CT 13 23  
CID TUDOR 	CR 13 238  
CTR TULANE 	CT 13 123_ ,; -7 . ::- 	._ 
CIS TURKEY 	LN 06 098 
CTT TuRNER RD JB 06 032 
CTV TURNER 	RD LJ 05 115 	91 
CTU TURNER RD YV 13 055 	LSyr.) 
CTW TUXECF1 	TR 13 140 il i-1 r47-7 
pF ,1 TWAIN 	CRIVE 12 149 	:'-:Pf 
TWILII>T 	TR 12 142 	f -:- 
CTY TWIN 	CR ,=EKSCT 13 123 i-ict 
CTZ TwIN 	'OAKS 	DR 06 002 
CtJ TYRA COVE 12 054 	- 2,--: 
CiF-3 U 	RIVFRDALE 	RD 11 141 7'r 
CUC UTCY CT 13 242 	5!4.10_ 
DEN VALDEZ 	:RIVE 12 138 	./3L) 
CUD VALF:NT' 	CT 13 235___ 
CUE VALENTINE 	CT 13 120 1-f 1 c- " 
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VALLEY DAL: CR 
VALLEY CR 
VALLEY GREEN CT 
VALLEY HILL CT 
VALLEY hILL RD 
VALLEY LAKE CR 
VALLEY 5 T R.r7 AM _DR 
VALLEY VIEW DR 
VALLEY wOODS DR 
VENTURA DR 
VCRACPUSE CT 
vER cus E CR 
VERCE [N 
VESTA PRCOK CR 
VESTA FiROOK LN 
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✓ILLA w AY 
VILLA -7E DR_ 
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13 	1P7— 
DR 	13 	083  
___cWN 
CWL O wATTERSON ST 
WATTS RD 	 13 048 






12 240 ,2c9,7 
CW P  wAYNEAY 	 17 . 948 .505-"c ..  
WEALTHY CT 13 149 g5clo 




CWT 	WER9 ER 	FP 	13 051 35A0 
CWS .. WEPB DR RV 	12_235 .7350 . 
CWU 	WE".P. RE 	 13 234  
• cMY_ WERcTER LN 	 . 13_238 .5._ 
CWW 	WEEMS ST 	 13 055 
CW 13 020 3.2,_ WELLINGTON AVE •__ .... ______. 	. ___ 	.X  
CWY 	WELLS AVE 	 13 039 3?. c, 
pFC WELLSTON CT 05 246 3O 
CWZ 	WELTCN DR 	 13 121  
CXA WENDELL C IR 	 12 _11-__2152.____ 
1.-- 	 CX8 	WENDELL WAY 12 115 /150 
CXC wENDY JEAN DR 	 1? 110 1D 
DEE 	WESLEY PLACE 05 246 vs.° 
CX0 WESSCN eT .. _ 	
- 	
12 149 1.7) :_7 . _ 
4- 	 CXE 	WEST AVE 	 13 239 5 , : , 0 
CXF WEST HOURNE OR 05 244 .. _ 
CXC 	WEST COLLEGE ST 	13 241 5- e-iiC 
CXH WFST COWNI%C CT 13 23 :_:. a-- 
CXI 	WEST OR 	 13 04( 
CXJ WEST GEORGIA AVE 	13 006 3,-3‘c• 
CXK 	WEST MIMOSA DR 13 240 0iC 
CXL WEST PKWY 	 13 247 2 
••••• 	.•• FP 
13 006 OD 
CXN 	WEST ST 13 076  
CXM ST POINT AVE 
CXO WEST ST 	MV 13 012 
0- 	 CXP 	WEST ST RV 	13 151 
CXQ WEST VILLAGE DR 13 208 E'- Y 7 
_CXR 	WEST VILLAGE DR 	13 208  
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APPENDIX III 






Street Name District-LL Parcel Remarks 
DFS Abbie Lane 06-167 - Improper Land Lot Number 
DFB Aspen Drive 13-088 3880 Duplicate of DCN 
AEB Baltimore Ct. 13-174 4730 Duplicate of AEA 	-'*. 	"_ _4- 
AMO Charleston Ct. 13-174 4730 Duplicate of AMN 
ANU Church St. 12-241 2400 Duplicate of ANV 
DDH Murray Dr. 12-999 - Improper land lot 
National Colony 
BVN Drive 13-174 4730 Duplicate of BVM 
DEN Nele Ct. 13-184 4850 Spelling "N" or "H"? 
BWD Norfolk Ct. 13-174 	. 4730 Duplicate of BWC 
BWE Norman Blvd. 13-070 3700 Spelling - Normandy Blvd. 
DFZ Northwest St. 13-012 3120 Duplicate of DDT 
BJI Ivey St. 12-175 1740 Spelling with or without " 
BDD Granada St. FP 13-051 3510 Spelling - last letter "E" 
CAN Parris St. 13-051 3440 Spelling - first letter "P 
CFL Raleigh St. 13-174 4730 Duplicate of CFK 
CGW Richmond Ct. 13-174 4730 Duplicate of CGV 
CLU Sherwood Cir. 13-039 3390 Duplicate of CLV 
West Village 
CXR Dr. 13-208 5080 Duplicate of CXQ 
Panhandle Rd. 
BZV JB 05-047 9999 Duplicate of BZV 
Fayeteville 
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